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INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
In this paper a number of seemingly different topics will be discussed 
9 
all of which vill be shown to relate more or less directly to the title 
problem, vhlch can be stated briefly as follows: 
Given two matrices A and B, both of order nxa, with real elements, but 
otherwise unrestricted, and let 
(0.1; 1) AT - B *• E. 
Then find a matrix T (mm) so that 
(0.1)2) TT* - T'T - I 
and 
(0.1J3) trace (E«E) • minimum. 
If one omits the side-condition (0.1j2) one deals with a similar least 
squares problem of old stealing, the solution of which is veil known and 
widely used in faetor analytic vork. CATTELL dubbed the resulting techniaue 
"PROCRUSTES," " . . . a legendary highwaymen of Attica, who tied his victims 
upon an iron bed, ant stretched or cut off their legs to adapt them to its 
length" (HURLEY and CATTELL, 1962). 
To illustrate tat practical utility of such least sfoares techniques, 
let us suppose a research worker has formulated a specific hypothesis about 
the structure of a domain of variables. He nay have arrived at this 
hypothesis by performing a factor analysis on a set of data collected in 
a pilot study or his hypothesis nay have been derived on purely theoretical 
grounds. In either case, let it be assumed that he has made his hypothesis 
explicit in terns of a so-called "factor pattern." 
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To date, there Is VBry little statistical theory available that would 
serve his purpose, and that which is available, Is computationally cumber-
some and theoretically still under debate. (The IAWIEY-RAO (1955) line of 
reasoning would not apply here, it Is concerned In principle with the 
"nuaber-of-factors" question and yields statistically justifiable solutions 
up to rotations. The only statistical theory aiming explicitly at simple 
structure concepts, which this author Is aware of, Is given In ANDERSON and 
RUBIN (1956).) Hence, in want for better alternatives, the research worker 
nay have to settle for a somewhat more naive approach and solve his problem 
in the following manner: He conducts a new study on the same domain of 
variables, drawing a new sample from the sane population. He then extracts 
the same number of factors and rotates his new factors into a position which 
as closely as possible approximates the hypothesised factor pattern. 
It appears then that the name "Procrustes" was aptly chosen to connote 
the practical applications of such lesst squares techniques. To distinguish 
the present problem from its traditional counterpart, and also to emphasise 
the stronger aids-condition (0.1)2) the problem posed In eqs. (0.1)1) -
(0*1)3) vill be referred to as an "Orthogonal Procrustes" problem in this 
text. It vill be shown that the Orthogonal Procrustes problem can be 
solved algebraically and that T is unique within the limits demanded by 
praetieal considerations) more exactly, that the nlnlnns is unique and those 
columns of T which determine this minimum. 
The present solution vill be compared with a solution of a somewhat 
less general formulation of the Orthogonal Procrustes problem which was 
presented by GREEN (1955). GREEN'S solution demands that the matrices A 
and B in eq.. (0.1)1) both have full column rank, so that the matrix 
S • A'B Is non-singular. 
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To be able to discard GREEN'S restriction on A and B vill be seen to 
constitute an essential prerequisite for applying the Orthogonal Procrustes 
solution to SCHMID—IEIMAN factor matrices. Our interest along these lines 
indeed prompted the Orthogonal Problem initially, when HUMPHREYS requested 
a technique satisfying eqs. (0.1;1) - (0.1;3) vlth the explicit stipulation 
that some columns of A be null. 
Once this more general solution van obtained, TUCKER suggested replacing 
the least squares criterion (0.1;3) by FAISER's Varlaax criterion and trying 
to solve for T under the restriction (0.1)2). This suggestion In effect 
translated the problem from a framework of least squares into one of analy-
tical rotation. Symbolic differentiation of the Varlaax criterion showed 
both problems to be related more closely than could have seen hoped for. 
As a result it was possible to devise, and eventually program, an alternative 
technique (Varislm), for orthogonal rotation similar to Varlaax, which is 
in effect an iterative Orthogonal Procrustes solution and which, at each 
cycle, rotates all of A simultaneously, rather than 2 columns at a time. 
An analogous procedure for oblique rotation suggested itself toe 
obviously to be Ignored, but failed to yield rmrj promising results. 
In spite of this failure it is hoped that the main merit of the proposed 
solution of the Orthogonal Procrustes problem vill lie, paradoxically, viti 
oblique rotation. The missing link is provided by SCHMID—UBIMAN (1957) 
who developed an algorithm to obtain a derived orthogonal solution from a 
given oblique solution. Given 
(0.1;*0 a correlation matrix RQ 
factor pattern of (oblique) 
first order factors P^ 
the first order uniqueness matrix U^ 
k 
so that 
(0.1)5) RQ - P ^ P } + uf 
SCHMID«-I£IMAN propose to compute 
F l - <PlVPlP2> 
where 
(0.1)6) P2P» - Rj - u | . 
The derived factors F» are uncorrelated, so that 
(0.1)7) RQ - Uf - FxFj[ 
and it is claimed that the pattern F x exhibits all the information of the 
oblique solution which is relevant for psyeholegical interpretation of the 
domain studlsd and which, once obtained, la simpler to manipulate than the 
corresponding oblique solution. 
Most extraction procedures yield uncorrelated faetor patterns C x so that 
(0.1)8) C ^ - RQ - uf - FjFl. 
Hence it Is apparent that 
(0.1)9) F X P ( C X ) 0 ) T 
with 
I • T'T m TT' 
since the scalar products of the rovs In Cx are the same as these of the raws 
in Fx. That is to say, a SCHRTD—LEIMAN type hierarchical solution earn bo 
obtained by an orthogonal rotation from sa unretated factor pattern C^ of 
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uacorreleted factors, which is augmented by as many sere columns as there era 
higher order factors. The generalised Orthogonal Procrustes solution could 
therefore be utilised to approximate a hypothesised hierarchical factor 
matrix for several levels of factoring in a similar way, and for similar 
reasons, as the traditional (oblique) Procrustes technique is used for one 
level factorisations. It vill be seen that GREEN's solution of the ortho-
gonal Procrustes problem cannot be used for this purpose. 
Once such a least squares fit has boon obtained it is desirable to have 
some Information shoot the corresponding oblique solution, if it exists. 
*o different "SCNMID—IXIMAN back solutions" will be presented in sections 
3.k and 3.k2. 
It appears that the Orthegoaal Procrustes problem, if formulated as 
generally as In eqs. (0.1)1) - (0.1)3) is capable of a variety of explications 
and refinements, not all of vhich could bo brought to closure. It is hoped, 
however, that the vork to bo reported, even if sons of it should fall short 
of iamediate practical applicability vill contribute to a deeper understanding 
of sons of the theoretical issues involved. 
CHAPTER I 
THE "ORTHOGONAL PROCRUSTES" PROBLEM 
1.1 D e f i n i t i o n Of The Problem And Solut ion 
The problem was already s t a t e d l a the introduct ion In equations 
(1.1)1) AT - B + E 
(1.1)2) TT» - T'T - I 
(1.1)3) tr(E*E) . mln. 
where the matrices A and B are both nxm and over the reals, but otherwise 
unrestricted, and both are assumed to be "known." la practical vork A 
v i l l usually be aa observed factor matrix of some kind, and B will be 
postulated, or i t may bo an observed natrix of an earlier study. Equation 
(1.1)1) states the nsdel, equation (1.1)2) the site-condition, equation 
(1.1)3) the criterion. The latter can be written 
( l . l )k) gx . tr(E*E) - tr(T'A'AT-2T»A«B+B»B). 
As a side-condition T'T • I v i l l be chosen. Making use of a technique of 
symbolic natrix differentiation vhich is based on a paper by DWYER and 
McPHAIL (19*8) and vhich, in a form employed here, Is outlined briefly 
in Appendix Al, the side-condition 
(1.1)5) T*T - I 
v i l l be written 
(1.1)6) gg . tr(L(T*T-I)) 
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vhere the (mxm) matrix L is a natrix of (unknovn) lagrange multipliers. The 
function g to be differentiated partially with respect to the elements of 
the matrix T is then 
(1.1)7) 8 - 8 X + «2» 
Partial differentiation of g with respect to (the elements of) T leads to 
the natrix of partial derivatives 
(1.1)8) <)g/<)T - (A'A4A'A)T-2A'B+T(L+L') 
vhich need to be set to sero for an extremoa of gx. Hence one has to solve 
(1.1)9) S . FT + TQ 
vhere A'A-P, A'B-S and (LfL* )/2-Q for convenience. One notes that both P and 
Q are sysnetrlc in equation (1.1)9). Hence 
(1.1)10) Q - T'S-T'PT - Q». 
But since T'PT is syanetrie if P Is, T'S must be symmetric or 
(1.1)11) T«S - S T . 
* 
If one writes 
(1.1)12) SS< - TS«ST 
one deals with two known symmetric matrices S'S and SS', both of vhich must 
be diagonallsable by orthonornal matrices sad both of vhich are known to have 
the same latent roots. Nov lot 
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(1.1)13) SS' - W SW* «ad S»S . VD,V« 
vith 
(1.1; 1*0 I - WW» - W«W - W » - V«V, 
so that W and V together vith Dg, the diagonal natrix of latent roots of SS* 
or S'S, give the canonical decomposition of both matrices. Then, from 
equation (1.1)12) 
(1.1)15) WD,W* - TVDgV*T* 
so that 
(1.1)16) W - TV 
or 
(1.1)17) T - WV* 
vill satisfy eq. (1.1)15). 
1.2 Sufficiency And Uniqueness Of The Solution 
Since equation (1.1)9) states a necessary condition on T for tr(E*E) 
to be a ninlmun, and equation (1.1)17) is aa algebraic consequence of 
(1.1)9), it also states a necessary condition for T, now explicitly. But 
this condition is also necessary for tr(E*E) to be a maximum and since the 
orientation of the eigenvectors In V and W is arbitrary (even if all roots 
are distinct) one has to select a particular T which is not only necessary, 
but also sufficient for a minimum. To find such a T assume for a moment 
that all roots of S*S ere distinct. 
From equations (l . l)lt) and (1.1)17) one has 
(1.2)1) gx - tr(E«E) - tr(T«PT-2T»S+B«B) 
- tr(P+B»B)-2tr(T«S), 
since tr(T'PT) • tr(P), as T Is orthogonal. Hence it follows that 
(1.2)2) 0 - tr(T»S) - tr(VW»S) 
has to be a msTlmum if gx Is to be a mlnlaua. But 
(1.2)3) 0 - tr(T'S) . tr(VW'WDiv') 
- tr(WW«DJv»V) 
by cyclic permutation which leaves the trace unchanged, so that, finally 
(1.2)k) 0 - tr(D±). 
For 0 to be a maximum, so that the actual criterion gj. is a minimum, 
one has to choose all diagonal elements In D| non-negative. Once they have 
been so chosen the orientation of W, given that of V, is determined by the 
condition that 
(1.2)5) S - WD|V» 
which was used in equation (1.2)3). (See ECKART and YOUNG (I936) and 
JOHNSON (I963) for theorems and proof of such a decoapositioa.) 
This argument also guarantees, for the case of distinct roots, the 
uniqueness of T. la this case the vectors la V and W are determined up to 
orientation. Nov let 
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(1.2)6) S - WftKyDlKyV** so that D £ - KyW^'SV^Kg 
vhere V* and W* are arbitrarily orientated latent vectors of S'S and SS* 
and vhere the K'e are diagonal matrices with +1 or -1, in arbitrary distri-
bution, as diagonal elements. If one fixes K* and therewith W-W*Kv, then 
Ky. will be uniquely determined by the requirement that D| be non-negative, 
so that 9 be a navljnmi (or gx be a minimum). 
But now suppose there are multiple sero roots. (The case of multiple 
non-sero roots cannot be handled by the present method and is not pursued 
further as of little practical interest.) Then the foregoing argument applies 
to those latent vectors in V and W which belong to non-sero roots, because 
those alone suffice to reproduce the given S, hence those vectors are 
uniquely determined. Those in the nullspace of either SS* or S'S are not 
determined in this manner, but rather can be chosen arbitrarily as long as 
one makes sure that WW» » W « - I so that (1.1)1*) is satisfied and can be 
used in (1.1)15). Hence it appears that In the case of multiple seres, as 
vith SCHMID—LEDeAH type A and B, the transformation matrix T is not unique. 
But nslthsr need it be, since the vectors in the nullspace do not add into 
the criterion ©, vhich is only a function of the non-sero roots, vhich la 
turn are only functions of S and the latent vectors not In the nullspace, 
as (1.2)6) shovs. 
1.3 Comparison With GREEN'S Results 
GREEN, in a paper entitled "The Orthogonal Approximation of an Oblique 
Structure in Factor Analysis," (GREEN, 1952) presented a solution to a some-
what less general formulation of the Orthogonal Procrustes problem. It la 
rani equations ( l . l j f c ) sunt (1.1*17) on* B M 
( i .2) i ) «! - tr<s*s) . tr(«*iv-sr*8«a*a) 
• t r{ l^«B)-aKr(T«8), 
tr(T'PT) - t r ( P ) , mm T la 
( 1 . 2 j 2 ) o - tr(T«8) - t s < W 8 ) 
I t 
be a i f *1 1*> t o 
( 1 . 2 ; 3 ) 8 - tv(V*8) - trCvm"tnP|l") 
• tr(1*J«Bfv*V) 
i l l c permnxtatlc 
(1 .2 ;h ) o . tr<D*) 
•or © t o "be a 
ia t o choose a l l 
10 chosen the or: 
tioo. that 
<1.2;5) S - UD&M 
was used in equation (1*2|3). (8«e) 
ON (1963) 'or 
This argumwemt aloe) 
eneaa of T. In thlsi 
tatloa. Nov lot 
an* Y08VS (1936) 
Is V ux» to 
f < dt i-'%,f, f\-£sJiS\iJ&lay? >^fe=HA£j^ 
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(1.2)6) S - WXyDiXyV*' so that Ti\ - KyVs'SV*]^  
vhere V* and W» are arbitrarily orientated latent vectors of S'S and SS* 
and where the K* s are diagonal matrices vith +1 or - 1 , la arbitrary distri-
bution, as diagonal elements. If one fixes Ky and therewith NtfMEy, then 
Fy v i l l be uniquely determined by the requirement that D* be non-negative, 
so that 0 be a aaxiaue (or gi be a minimum). 
But now suppose there are multiple sero roots. (The case of multiple 
non-sero roots cannot be handled by the present method and is not pursued 
further as of l i tt le practical interest.) Then the foregoing iaiunent applies 
to those latent vectors in V and W vhich belong to non-sero roots, because 
those alone suffice to reproduce the given S, hence those vectors are 
uniquely determined. Those la the nullspace of either SS* or 8*8 are not 
detemlned in this manner, but rather can be chosen arbitrarily as long as 
one makes sure that WW' - W« - I so that (l.l)lfc) ia satisfied end can be 
used in (1.1)16). Hence i t appears that In the case of multiple seros, as 
with SCBXTO~-LBI)e\N type A and B, the transformation matrix T is not unique. 
But neither need i t be, since the vectors in the nullspace do not add into 
the criterion 9, vhich Is only * function of the non-sero roots, vhich in 
turn are only functions of 8 end the latent vectors not in the nullspace, 
as (1.2)6) shove. 
1.3 Comparison With GREEN1 s Results 
GREEN, in a paper entitled "The Orthogonal Approximation of an Oblique 
Structure in Factor Analysis," (GREEN, 1952) presented a solution to a soma-
what less general formulation of the Orthogonal Procrustes problem. It is 
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of interest in Its ovn right and vill be discussed in this section In compari-
son vith the present solution. 
ORBEN's model 
(1.3)1) AT - B+E 
and his criterion function 
(1.3)2) tr(E'B) . minimum 
are identical vith the model end criterion employed in section 1.1 (eqs. 
(1.1)1) and (1.1)3)), but GREEN places more stringent restrictions on the 
matrices A and B in requiring that both be of full column rank, vhich 
Implies, for example, that the matrix 8*8 is positive definite. Shis 
condition win not be satisfied for SCBXID-LEIleXN type A and B matrices. 
GREEN also selects an alternate formulation of the side-condition for differ-
entiation, 
(1.3)3) W - I, 
vhich choice will be seen to affect the normal equations obtained after 
differentiation vith respset to T. The criterion to be differentiated 
becomes, in GREEN'S formulation, 
(1.3)k) * - tr(E'E) + tr(L(TT'-I)) 
so that 
(1.3J5) o>f/jT - (A»A+aM)T - 2A'B + (LfL«)T « 0 
vhich, using again the definitions 
12 
A'A « P, A'B - S, (L+L')/2 - Q 
can be written 
(1.3)6) S - PP + QT. 
This equation differs from equation (1.1)9), ** that the (unknown) natrix T 
appears twice as a right-multiplier, and hence T can be factored out; 
(1.3)7) S - ( m ) T . 
Since GREEN assumed A and B of full column rank, the natrix 
(1.3)8) SS« - (P4Q)2 
must be positive definite. Since this matrix is also symmetric, it may be 
dlagonallsed by en orthogonal matrix W so that 
(1.3)9) SS» - WD8W» 
vhere D0 Is a diagonal matrix of (positive) eigenvalues. For such a matrix 
(1.3)10) h(SS») - W(h(D8))W« 
for analytic functions h, whenever h(d,) exists for all diagonal elements 
dg In De. For example, (1.3)10) is easily verified for polynomial h 
(BELLMAN, i960). 
Using this principle, GREEN rewrites equation (1*3)8) as 
(1.3)11) PiQ - (SS')i 
vhich, together vith equation (1*3)7) loads to 
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(1.3)12) T-(SS«)"fe 
• WD^W'S 
t 
t 
vhich Is GREEN'S solution of a special case of the Orthogonal Procrustes 
problem. 
As GREEN (1952) points out, the square roots In (1.3)11) must be taken 
positive to ensure a minimus of f • tr(E'E). The reasoning, though not 
presented in GREEN'S paper, could be similar to the argument presented in 
section 1.2. 
To see that GREEN'S solution is indeed a special case of the more 
general solution presented in section 1.1, consider the latter, as given in 
equation 
(1.1)17) T - WV«. 
Assuming, as GREEN does, that all latent roots d, in D§ are positive, one 
nay write the Identity 
(1.3)13) D ^ W ' W D | - I. 
Hence 
(1.3)lk) T - W . W(D|4w'WDf)V' 
• (WDs^W')(WDfW«) 
(1.3)15) -(SS')-fc, 
which is GREEN'S solution in equation (1.3)12). 
nUNXER (196k) observed that the symmetry argument which lad from eq. 
(1.1)10) to the more general solution la eq. (1.1)17) sight as veil have 
been used on GREEN'S eq. (1.3)7). Hence i t appears that the alternate 
Ik 
choice of the side-condition is of no aatheaatlcal consequence. But GREEN'S 
derivation of T suggests Itself naturally once eq. (1.3)6) was obtained as 
a consequence of using TT'-I as a side-condition. On the other hand, our 
choice of T'lbl vhich led to eq. (1.1)9) precluded a solution by standard 
algebraic techniques, since T appears once as a left-multiplier and once as 
a right-aultlpller. 
a 
l.k Program And Illustrative Example 
The basic algebra of the generalised Orthogonal Procrustes solution as 
presented in section 1.1 is rather straightforward and should not present 
many programming difficulties. A schematic flow chart is given in Table 1. 
Two minor difficulties arise at step (3) and step (k): At step (3) 
the diagonalisatlon is to be acconplished by orthogonal V and W. Certain 
elgenproblea subroutines, e.g., HOW (1962), yield orthogonal eigenvectors 
only for distinct roots. For such routines the occurrence of multiple sero 
roots could be handled in the following Banner: let 
(l.k)l) C - C (mxm) 
be any symmetric matrix of rank r < a and let it be desired to find a full 
set of eigenvectors T (nxm) such that 
(l.k)2) T'CT - D - diagonal 
T'T » TT* m I. 
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TABLE 1 
FLOWCHART FOR ORTHOGONAL PROCRUSTES 
(General Solut ion) 
(1) Read A 
Reed B 
(2) Compute 
S - A'B 
(3) DiagonaUae 
S'S - VD8V' 
SS' - WDBW< 
(k) T - WV» 
(5) B*«*AT 
(6) E • B-B* 
(7) Output T, iff, E - B-AI 
(8) End. 
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(1) Find the eigenvectors Tr of C vhich correspond to the r non-aero 
roots of C so that 
(l.U,2) C . TjJ)^, Dr . ( d u ) . diagonal, T«Tr - I 
(2) Find the nullspace of N of Tr, i.e., solve 
(l.b)3) T*N - 0 
for N, vhich vill be nx(m-r), so that the columns of H give m-r independent 
solutions of the homogeneous system T£x - 0. 
(3) Ortbogonalice N by G, e.g., by a GRAM-SCHMIDT process, so that 
(l.U)k) H G - T 0 , T ^ - I , T»T 0.0. 
(U) Assenble 
(l.k,5) T . (Tr)TQ) 
vhich vill contain a full set of n orthogonal vectors vhich diagonalise C 
(l.k)6) C . (T„)T0) D r 0 
0 0 
*r 
Ti 
and T'T • TT» • I. 
These computations vere programmed as FUUDW vhich therefore, in 
essence, is but a generalised eigenproblen subroutine yielding a full com-
plement of orthogonal eigenvectors for a symmetric matrix C, whether or 
not C has multiple aero roots. A subroutine NULLSP for finding the null-
space of a matrix C and a subroutine GRMBMT for orthogonal 1 sing a set of 
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independent vectors in a GRAM-SCHMIDT fashion vera progrsamed by Mr. M* HALE, 
Harvard University. 
There are, of course, other ways for handling multiple sero roots. 
Let again 
(I.k)l) C - C 
be nxm and suppose C i s rank r. Let Tr be the set of vectors corresponding 
to the r non-sero roots of C, i . e . , let 
(i.fc)7) c - Tyxyrj, vith T»yr - i . 
Prenultiply both sides by 
(l.U,8) Z* -TyT* 
( l .k,9) ZyC - TyTJffyD,^ - TjPjJ* - C, 
i . e . , Zp is a left unit of C. Therefore 
( l .k) io) C-ZrC . o - (I-£*)C 
so that the rove of 
( l . k , u ) Yjp-^-Zp 
are in the nullipara of C, and so are its columns, since both matrices are 
symmetric. In order to see that I r is indeed of rank a-r, i.e., spans the 
whole nullspace of C, one notes that 
(l.k,l2) Zj^. . TyTpyL" . Z, 
i.e., Zg. is ldempotent. Since T r is of rank r, Zj. nust have r roots equal 
to plus unity, and T r must have a-r roots of plus unity, i.e., is of rank 
m-r and also ldempotent. Therefore one might consider using HOW on C to 
obtain TP, One then night use HOW a second time to find an orthogonal base 
(l.fc)13) Y r . I - TyT*. 
None of these complications arise if eigenproblen subroutines are available 
vhich are based on the JACOBI method provided storage was set aside for 
accumulating the successive 2x2 rotations. 
It has been pointed out repeatedly (TUCKER, 196k) JOHNSON, 196k) that 
the double factorisation at step (8) could have been avoided by utilising 
Wr in eq. (1.2)5), i.e., that part of W vhich corresponds to the non-sero 
roots in SS' • Since W, and the eorreeponding set in V, eay Vr, together vith 
D | suffice to reproduce S In eq. (1.2)5), one might compute V r as 
Vr at SWpD^z, if so desired. But the speed of HOW Is such as to make It 
unlikely that this approach would lead to a marked gain in program effi-
ciency, and one atill Is left vith the task of completing W and V by the 
vectors in their nullspaces, vhich can be tackled in a variety of vays. 
There probably are nany different technical solutions to the problem of 
finding the T of eq. (1.1)17), and further experience will tell vhich la 
to be preferred and under vhich circumstances. The problem of speed, in 
any case, does not appear to be a crucial one for an Orthogonal Procrustes 
routine. It will become a major problem, though, in applications of this 
solution to Varislm, as will be seen in section 2.3. 
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The second programming difficulty concerns the orientation of the * 
(orthogonallsed) eigenvectors in V and W of step (U), (see section 1.2.) 
A subroutine SSIGN was programmed to select that orientation of the vectors 
in V and W vhich leads to a •rtT><—'1" sua of squares for E • AT - B: 
(1) Given two sets of arbitrarily oriented eigenvectors V,W (with 
W - WW» - I), find 
(l.k)lk) E x . BV - AW 
Reorientate the columns of W, if necessary, so that the sums of squares 
In E p column by column, are a alnlnun. 
(2) Compute WV' and reorientate its columns so as to minimi an the 
column sums of squares of 
(l.k)15) E 2 - B - AWV'. 
This scaling problem can be handled in other ways. In section 2.3 the same 
problem recurs Inside a loop. Then the algebra of section 1.2 (eqs. (1.2)k) 
through (1.2:6)) will be employed, because it restricts all computations to 
mxm natrices. 
In all other respects the FORTRAN program in Appendix A should be 
self-explanatory and not present any difficulties for adaptation to a 
different programming language. The subroutines MXMUID, MJCTRPD, MXATBD, 
MXSHFD are dlnenslonless subroutines for natrix multiplication, transposi-
tion, computation of A'B and shifting. 
The general solution of the Orthogonal Procrustes problem as described 
in section 1.1 was programmed, in FORTRAN, for the IBM 709fc. The listing 
for the main routine Is given in Table A. 21.1, and is seen to follow 
closely the flowchart in Table 1. 
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The program was tried on a nunber of numerical examples taken from the 
literature. One of these vill be discussed in greater detail in conjunction 
vith the SCBHID—IEDttH back solutions in section 3.5. At this point only 
a snail and artificial example vill be presented to illustrate seme of the 
geometry Involved. 
The data for this hx2 example are given in Table 2 and Table A.3.1. 
Suppose one considers the four rows in each matrix A and B as giving the 
(cartesian) coordinates of two sets of four points each, and the object is 
to rotate the first set (vx) out of the subspace in vhich it is contained 
(vis. the x-exls) into the whole two-dimensional space so as to minimise 
the distances between the transformed points (v#) and the corresponding 
points (v£) described by the matrix B. The rotated points would be described 
by,a matrix AT and the matrix T would have to be Chosen orthogonal if the 
angular relations between the points (v£), sad In particular their distances 
from the origin are to remain invariant under the transformation. But even 
if T is chosen optimally, the fit will not be perfect, because come of the 
polnta described in A are further away from the origin than the corresponding 
target points described in B, For example vj,, if treated as the endpoint of 
a vector ensaatlng from the origin, is of length .90, whereas Its cm-responding 
target point vj[ ie only of length .85. 
The points were so chosen as to maximise the fit if the first set of 
points la rotated by W50, This is indeed the angle of rotation corresponding 
to the matrix T in Table 2. A matrix B - AT « E would then give the eoordl- '' 
nates of four residual vectors corresponding to the distances between the 
rotated points (v£) and the target points (v£). In this particular example, 
all four error vectors lie In the direction of the line of best fit, I.e., 
TABLE 2 
ORTHOGONAL PROCRUSTES - A HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPIE 
Matrix A Matrix B 
1 900 000 600 600 
2 600 000 koo kXX> 
3 -600 000 -koo -kOO 
k -900 000 -600 -600 
Matrix T Matrix AT 
1 707 707 636 636 
2 707 -707 *2k k2k 
-k2k .k2k 
-636 -636 
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the k5° line, because both sets of points can be made collinear, on this 
line. 
'.SAA.i..lSi .'..«*.,, .'..I..., *.«.-..,•!..>&. S.'.V,..'«.,!. .' »..\A.-ifl. ..».-,•).!.&-a-.•iivy.^,-.,v.,5;iiA..iyu„ .,_:>.. (- = 11 .X..,«' ..,L..S..<!i. W J - . _s. ,u,m.„^.«!».J.Mi\il£,^);to.^^ 
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CHAPTER II 
APPLICATIONS TO "ORTHOGONAL ROTATION" 
2.1 Varlaia 
TUCKER suggested leaking into the possibility of replacing the least 
squares criterion of the Procrustes problem by KAISER's Varlaax criterion. 
To approach thla nev problem, one might start vith the derivative of the 
Varlaax criterion. Let 
1 
•3 
•A 
[*i S vl-
•i*i I V •!*« 
•jH "ft •?* 
•n*! *ntp *ntm 
(2.1)1) B 
and let the elements of B be denoted b. • Then the Variasx criterion can 
be written (KAISER, I956) 
(2.1,2) max #x - nEpEjb^ - ^(r A > 8 - h - h-
a 
If one writes 
* - «wS» 
' (•iti>u+ ••• +(*lV l f + ••• +M*» )k 
(2.1)3) - n ^•(•jtlyk* ... +(«Jtp)k+ ... +(»Jt B) k^ 
•(•i*l)k+ ... •(• Bt p) k + ... +(sntm)k 
2k 
it Is seen that differentiation of eg *•*•*• the column vector t_ affects 
only the p's colusn in the foregoing array. More specifically 
t M * l - M(*iti)3»i+ ... +(*Jtx)3V "• +<*ntl)3ah> 
(2.1)k) ^g/^tp « l»n((»itp)3*1+ ... +(»Jtp)3aJ+ ... +(*£v)\) 
^•V^t, - M(»itI1)3s1+ ... +(»JtB)3«J+ ... +{*tfm)\) 
so that 
(2.1)5) ^ 2 / ^ S " U n A , ( A t P ) ( 3 ) 
(2.1)6) ^ 2/;T -hnA'(AT)(3) 
If one writes A ^ - (ejj), if A - (a^), (i.e., the aatrix A<3) atands for 
a natrix which contains the 3rd powers of the elements of the natrix A ) . 
To differentiate ** - Ep( Ej bj p) 2* Qa9 •«**& •«••» fro* «h arrangement 
analogous to (2.1)3), that differentiation w.r.t. the column vector tp 
affects only the p'tk column of such an array. 
More specifically one finds 
(2.1,7) 4 - VEaip)a • W l V * 
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eVe/)t» - 2((a£tp)2+ . . . +(sntp)2).2((a|[tp)a1+ . . . • ( s ^ ) ^ ) . 
To reduce eq,. (2.1)7) to simpler form, one notes that 
(»Jtp)2 - (tJijXajV - tp(.j«J)tp and 
(2.1)8) Ej(sjtp)2 . tj^jaja^tp - tJA'Atp 
and further 
*.)<a3V " (V3>V 
Using these Identities, eq. (2.1)8) becomes 
(2.1)9) ^ /cHp - k(tpA»Atp).A'Atp 
so that 
(2.1)10) t)*3/«)T - fcA'AT . dlag(T'A'AT). 
Employing nov the side-condition fa • L(T*T-I), one finds for the derivative 
(2.1)11) }+/& m k(nA'(AZ)(3) . A'ATDi, + TQ) - 0 
vith 
(2.1)12) T'T - I, Q - Q», Dfe - diag.(B'B), 
if one absorbs some of the constants (k and sign) Into Q, the natrix of 
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LAGRANGE multipliers. Using the earlier notation for 
P - A«A 
and redefining S nov as 
(2.1)13) S - nA«(AT)(3)Bj1 , 
it la seen that the resulting Varlaax condition la 
(2.1)lk) pi • TOJDJ1 . S, 
or 
(2.1)15) A'AT • TQBJ1 - A'n(AT)(3)njl . 
That is, the above condition suggests "to Procrustes" the given matrix A 
into a target natrix vhich la composed of its elements raised to the third 
power (thus accentuating the larger elements of A and washing out the snaller 
ones, but retaining the sign). Consequently, this natrix is scaled by the re-
ciprocal of the column sums of squares (so as to compensate for a tendency 
for a general factor which Is an implicit aim of the Varlaax criterion, in 
contrast to the earlier Quartlmax criterion). 
(2,1)15) cannot be solved algebraically by our present neons. But one 
can try to iterate for T in the above fashion, if one ignores the diagonal 
natrix Dg1 on the left side of eq. (2.1)15). As a consequence, the resulting 
solution would not be expected to be identical vith one offered by a Varlaax 
program. Such aa Iterative technique vill be called "Variaia" hereafter. 
The merits and defaults at the proposed technique, relative to Varlaax proper, 
vill be discussed la section 2.2. 
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2.2 Comparison With Varlaax 
Varlalm vill, in general, lead to a different structure than Varlaax 
because it Iterates for a solution of 
(2.2)1) FT + TQ - S 
rather thaa a solution of 
(2.2)2) FT + IQDgl - S 
which results vfaen the derivative of the Varlaax criterion is set to sere. 
Therefore it is of intersst to coapare both techniques vith respect to their 
practical utility. Here the discussion vill be concerned vith speed, 
uniqueness of T (and therefore AT), and contribution to test variance per 
factor. 
Speed. There Is no doubt that KAISER's palrvlse single plane Varlaax 
rotation is much faster than the Varislm program vhich can take up to ten 
minutes on an IBM 709k before it converges for fifteen or acre factors. 
Varlaax nay take less than one minute for the sane matrices. (See Table 3 
for a suamary of such timings.) To a certain extent such tine estimates 
vill depend en the efficiency vith vhich a particular program was written, 
end no claim can be asde that the Varlalm program, as here described, is 
optimal vith regard to overall flew and arithmetic detail. The frequent 
use of closed subroutines also bears adversely on the speed of the present 
program. But this author doubts that such technical Improvcaoato would 
affect the overall balance, vhich is clearly la favor of KUBER's Varlaax 
program. 
TABU 3 
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SUMMARY OF AN EMPIRICAL COMPARISON BETKSSI 
VARDSAXAHD VARISIM 
F a c t o r V-si 
1 
2 
3 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Ik 
15 
16 
19.1 
* . 9 
13.2 
6.0 
5.9 
5.5 
5.0 
5.0 
*.5 
3.7 
3.6 
3.3 
3.0 
2.9 
• 2.6 
1.8 
9.8 
8.k 
8.1 
7.1 
6.8 
6.5 
6.1 
6.1 
6.1 
5.9 
5.5 
5.3 
5.3 
h.l 
k.5 
3.8 
atribt 
P ^ B J M 
19.7 
15.1 
10.8 
10.1 
8.0 
7.1 
6.2 
5.2 
k.7 
k.2 
k.2 
3.1 
2.5 
rtlons to Coamon 
V-slm 
12.0 
9.k 
9.3 
9.0 
8.2 
7.2 
7.0 
6.9 
6.8 
6.5 
6.2 
5
*2 5.6 
V-aax 
17.1 
13*1 
11.3 
10.5 
8.7 
7.V 
7.1 
6.9 
6.2 
6.1 
5.6 
Test Variance 
V-slm 
lk.6 
12.9 
11.2 
10.5 
8.8 
7.7 
7.5 
7.3 
6.9 
6.5 
6.1 
V-aax 
21.5 
18.8 
17.7 
15.1 
11.2 
6.9 
6.2 
2.6 
V-alm 
17A 
lk.k 
I3.fc 
12.5 
12.1 
11.7 
9.5 
9.0 
Source ADXHS sad 
Of Data LTHRLT (1952) 
Slse 66 x 16 
Time in 
Number of 
Cycles 
.6 1.52 
17 
Varlaax 
Criterion .222 .21k 
(1938) 
5 7 * 1 3 
1.5 5.9 
100 
THURSTONE HODGSON 
(19*3) (1958) 
H3 x 11 
.1 .5 
10 
k l x 8 
.1 .5 
10 
.262 .253 .*K>5 «V02 .2k6 .236 
For a graphic display of the factor contributions see Table k. 
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Uniqueness of T. For a while it appeared that the Varisln program 
might give rise to more stable results than a Varlaax program did—one that 
had been programmed in blind obedience to KAISER's (1959a) recoamendations. 
This Varlaax routine was apt to arrive at slightly different positions for 
the rotated configuration if the Input factors were permuted. To check 
this point out, a routine RANDOMSPIN was progressed which generated an 
arbitrary orthogonal natrix by orthogonallslng aa a m natrix of random 
numbers. It could be called repeatedly to return different spin matrices 
depending on an initialising constant. It was thus possible to Change the 
initial position of a vector configuration in an arbitrary fashion before 
entering Varlaax and Varlalm rotation routinee. The reeults indicated clearly 
that Varisln output was aore stable under such random spins of the input 
matrix than the output from the Varlaax routine. Once these results were 
brought to KAISER'a attention, it turned out that he had long since disavewed 
his 1959 recoamendatlon and now auggests a somewhat tighter stopping criterion 
(one minute of nsrlwm angle of rotation as against one degree in 1959). As 
a consequence, the revised Varlaax routine takea somewhat longer thaa before 
(about twice as long according to KAISER's experience), but leads to an 
unambiguous final position for all Matrices that were rerun with random 
spins. Therefore, both routines are equivalent with respect to uniqueness 
of final position provided that the Varlaax routine employs a tight enough 
stopping criterion. 
level Contribution. The term "contribution" is sometimes (BARMAN, i960, 
p. Ik) used to denote the proportion of variance that a factor contributes 
to the common test variance. In the case of uncorrelated factors', Including 
those rotated orthogonally, these contributions are proportional to the 
coluaa suns of squares. For certain purposes it Is desirable to have factors 
vith somewhat equal ("level") contributions. For those purposes Varisln 
may be of greater value than Varlaax because it tends to rotate for factors 
vhich contribute more evenly than the corresponding Variasx factors do. 
This distinction becoaes more pronounced vith larger aatrices, but is quite 
consistent, as can be judged from Table k. 
For larger aatrices, Varlmax effectively rotates most of the coamoa 
test variance onto the first fev factors. It nsy slenderise the subsequent 
factors to such an extent that they nay become ualaterpretable. Some 
vorkers (e.g., these vno advocate "over-fact or lag") vill be quite satisfied 
vith such reeults. They nay wish to wlthold the number of factor decision 
until after rotation, vkea they discard some of the minor factors as ualn-
terpretable. However, other workers nay not agree with euch a' philosophy, 
being convinced that the right nusber of factors be determined before 
rotation. 
If one subscribes to the more conservative "coanuaallty approach," 
according to which the rank of a coamoa covarlaace aatrix is to be deter-
alaed by proper choice of the coamunalitles and vhich, once chosen, 
approximately determlme the dimensionality of the coamoa factor apace, 
regardless of rotation, then one nsy vlsh to Interpret this whole space. 
It is contended that Varlalm may provide a more suitable tool for this 
purpose than Varlmax. 
One observes also that the Varlala scheme allows control over the 
diagonal natrix DjJ1 which postaultiples the powered natrix (AT) (3) in 
eq. (2.1)15), vhich could be exercised to improve the balance in the column 
suss of squares still further, if desired. 
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TABLE U 
FACTOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO COMMON TEST VARIANCE 
(m Percent) 
2<# 
10). -
V-slm 
Source of data: ADKJNS and LXERIX (1952) 
A V 
16 Factors, ordered by sise 
20* r 
10* -
V-max 
V-sia\ 
"^  \ 
Source of data: 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ . 
THURSTONE (I938) 
13 Factors, ordered by sise 
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TABIE k (CONTINUED) 
20* 
10* -
Source of data: THUBSTONE (I9A3) 
11 Factors, ordered by sise 
20* 
10* 
V-max 
-
 vs. 
N
 ^
s
~ ^ S ' N . 
V-sim X _ ^ y 
•aa ^ ^ . """"* "** 
Source of data: HODGSON (1958) 
8 Factors, ordered by sise 
vl^itfc^'i -"A. i.1 - , _ , fjl l . ..Xl -. ..'-?.. *.Vit* i — t> '. r.-i ,'• )'w * *"• /, fi ' , - .', ..... < ,Li , , .- , ... .,'<, tk£>'M\ib&&'S!^:*£\t'A&3. 
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Other criteria any enter into such a coaparlsoa. For example, the 
question of lnvarlance under ssapling of tests Is given some weight la 
KAISER's (1958) evaluation of his Varlmax technique. It is still opea for 
Varisia. The criterion of "simplicity" of structure might enter the coaparl-
soa. If defined In KAISER's (1958) terms, then Varlaax, by definition, 
should be superior to Varisia, slace it maximises this very criterion. For 
several data seta this criterion was computed for both Varlaax and Varlalm 
output. A auaaary of these results is given In Table 3. The elusive topic 
of psychological neanlngfulness of the rotational position will not be 
pursued here, because such a judgment would evidently require thorough 
• -
experience with the particular content area under study. 
2.3 Program And Illustrative Examples 
A program for Varislm which utilises GREEN'S solution of the orthogonal 
Procrustes problen (section 1.3) inside the loop Is outlined in Table 5. 
A FORTRAN listing of such a program la givea la Table* A.22.1, A.22.2, and 
A.22.3. 
One notes that la this case GREEN'S solution was used. It is faster 
per cycle thaa the general solution and will exist, in almost all cases, as 
long as a natrix of full coluaa rank is to be rotated. On the other hand, 
the prograa could easily be nodlf led so as to rotate a aatrix A with linearly 
dependent coluuns (such as a centrold natrix which has been augmented by 
one or more columns of seros) to orthogonal simple structure, if such a 
solution is desired, and the gain in generality is Judged worth the loss 
in speed. 
TABUB 5 
FLOWCHART FOR VABJBDt 
(Based on GREEN'S Solut ion) 
PREPARE 
(1) Read Input natrix A* (nxm), 
max. nunber of iterations NMAX, 
convergence criterion ETA. 
(2) Normalise revs of A* to get A • N'^A*, 
save multipliers N"l. 
(3) Store A la A, 
A la B ^ . 
LOOP 
(k) Do (15) 1 - 1, NMAX. 
(5) D± - dia^B^B^). 
(6) Bi-nB^DJ1. 
(7) H'H-lh' 
(8) Diagonalise 
SiSi - v^wi. 
(9) Test: 
** (*si) ^  0 go to (17), 
if (dsi) > 0 go to (10). 
(10) T4 - \^±a±. 
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TABI2 5 (CONTINUED) 
(11) Reorientate the columns of Tj ao as to ainlnise 
tr(E'E) vhere E - E^ - *Ef*iml - (o^)* 
(12) EMAXi - aax ^ ^ 1 . 
(13) If (EMM -^MA) > 0 go to (Ik), 
i f (EMMi-ETA) ^ 0 go to (18). 
(U) B ^ x - A T ^ 
(15) Coatlaue at (k). 
(16) Coaplated NMAX cyc les , go t o (18) . 
OUTPUT 
(17) Zsdlcate failure of convergence, go to (20). 
(18) Rescale A* - HA, coapute Bj - A*^. 
(19) Indicate number of cycles i , 
maximal discrepancy between last two 
cycles EMAXi, 
output T4, A-ftT^ . 
(20) End. 
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The number of cycles needed for convergence varies from matrix to 
matrix and seeas to increase vith the order of the matrix. The duration 
of one cycle is deterndned almost entirely by the subroutine enployed at 
step (8). As long as GREEN'S solution is used, no further modification of 
available eigenvalue subroutines, aa was described in section l.k, Is 
necessary. 
. The subroutine NOJBGHD, which is listed in Table A. 22.3, will easily be 
recognised as the FORTRAN equivalent of the algebra of section 1.2 (eqs. 
(1.2)k) through (1.2)6)). It replaces QSIGN, which was used for scaling 
the eigenvectors in the Orthogonal Procrustes routine in Table A. 21.1. As 
was poiated out la sectioa l.k, QSIGN is not a very efficient way of orienta-
ting the eigenvectors, and efficiency dees become a consideration for Varislm. 
A large number of numerical examples were run oa a Varisia program, and 
simultaneously on a Varlaax program. Not all of these data can be included 
here. Instead, a subset of more typical results will be discussed. 
For snaller data aatrices such as BARMAN'S (i960, p. 305) "Eight 
Physical Varlablee" and a eet of equal else takea from TBURSTONE (19k7, 
p. 107) there was no noticeable difference .between Varlaax and Varislm 
results (see Table A.3.3). *ven •* lsrge a matrix as HABMAN's "Twenty-Four 
Psychological Tests" (BARMAN, i960, p. 306), vhich Is often used for illus-
trative purposes (e.g., KAISER, 1958) was rotated into nearly Identical 
positions by both techniques (Table A«3.k). 
It was found later that these results were atypical and that Varislm 
produces for larger matrices, quite consistently, patters* which are differ-
ent from those obtained by Varlaax. It la therefore not recommended to base 
an evaluation of a new rotation technique on such "classical" snaller text-
book examples alone. 
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A set of data vhich "in addition to its distinguished substantive status 
• .. • has been used repeatedly as a sounding board on vhich to try new metho-
dological techniques • . • •" (KAISER, i960) Is THURSTONE's "Primary Mental 
AbiUties" study (THURSTONE, I938) ZIMHTRNAN, 1953; KAISER, 1960b). These 
data are 57x13 and reveal the principal difference between Varlaax and 
Varislm positions quits clearly (Table A.3.7). In this and some of other 
tables all entries falling below an (arbitrary) cut-off of .3 were erased 
for ease of inspection. A similar trend towards a few heavily loaded factors 
for Variasx, and the relative absence of such a trend for Varislm becomes 
apparent for the ADKJHS and LStERLY (1952) data in Table A.3.8 and the 
HODGSON (1958) data la Table A.3.5. Strangely though it does not appear in 
THURSTONE's (icky) Factorial Study of Perception data, which gives almost 
identical positions for Varlalm and Varlmax rotation (Table A.3.6). 
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CHAPTER III 
APPLICATIONS TO "OBLIQUE ROTATION" 
The term "oblique rotation" will be used in the sequel to denote a 
traasformatlon of a factor pattern A of uacorrelated factors late a pattern 
of correlated ("oblique") factors by a noaslngnlar transforaatlea natrix T 
which is subject to the restrlctlea 
(3.0)1) diag(T'T) « I. 
This temiaology is quite standard anoag psychonetrlclaas, and will be 
adhered to in this paper insplte of the fact that it collides with nathena-
tical usage, where the word "oblique rotation" is a contradiction in terns. 
3.1 Obllslm 
Not. heeding a warning by KAISER (1959), "we naively assumed that slace 
we had the experieaoe of developing the appareatly aucceesful Varlaax (-slm) 
criterion for analytic rotation under the restriction of orthegoaality, easy 
generalisation would lead to a completely general - or oblique - analytic 
criterion. This conclusion is act correct." 
A "generalisation" of the Varlalm approach appeared indeed toe easy to 
be Ignored. The existing program would have to be aedlf led oaly inside the 
loop, where the (relatively involved) Orthogonal Procrustes solution would 
be replaced by the (simpler) Oblique Procrustes solution. 
The latter Is well known and. has proven its worth la numerous applications 
la spite of the fact that it is est an exact solution of a least squares 
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problem, but rather an approxiomte one. The problem is to find a transfer-
nation natrix T in 
- (3*1)1) AT m B •»• E 
so that 
(3*1)2) tr(E'E) - Bimlaua 
and 
(3.1)3) dlag(T'T) - I. 
If one is willing to ignore the elde-cendltiea eq. (3.1)3) and also to 
assume that A is of full colusn rank, then one deals in effect with a 
regression problem, the solutiea of which, for a particular coluaa t- la 
T* is glvea by 
(3*1)10 t* . (A'A^A'Bp 
so that 
(3.1)5) ** - (A'A)-lA'B. 
It is customary to impose the condition eq. (3*1)3) *t this late stage by 
Bornalislng the celusns of T* to obtain T, vhich therefore is aot aa exact 
solutiea of the least squares preblen posed, but which has the advantage of 
cenputatlonal slnplidty and which has served its purpose well in all practi-
cal applications. (See MOSIER (1939) for further discussion of this 
technique.) 
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It was therefore quite simple to effect the necessary changes for con-
version of a Varisia program late a slailar technique Intended for oblique 
rotation, which will be called Oblisla for short, even though It died in Its 
infancy. It will be noted that WHITE'S "Preaax" (HENDRICKSOH and WHITE, 1963) 
could be considered a special case of Oblisla, where a Varlaax solution is 
used for Input and the aunber of iterations la aet to one. 
3.2 Illustrative Examples 
A few Initial teat runs oa smaller data aeta were deceptively eaceur-
aglBg. The results obtained with HABMAN's (i960, p. 317) "eight physical 
variables" are presented la Table A.3.3. They check vith both the Oblinax 
and the Covarlmla solutiea (which are Identical for thla data set) to three 
decimal places. 
The results for BARMAN'S "twenty-four psyeholegical tests" (see Table 
A.3.U) were already somewhat ambiguous. Relative success or failure of 
Oblleim depended on the position of the input aatrix. For the ceatreld 
(BARMAN, i960, p. 211), the obliquely rotated factors would collapse. 
However, if a Varlaax position was used for Input, the results would corres-
pond quite closely to these obtained with Oblinax (BARMAN, i960, p. 31*0* 
Such an outcome, though clearly aet desirable, is aet really surprising. 
Suppose a pair of columns of the ceatreld natrix are roughly proportional. 
Cubing the elements of these two columns would aet erase this proportion-
ality and might Indeed accentuate it, so that finally, after a few itera-
tions, both factors would become identical, i.e., collapse. 
This phenomenon, unfortunately, became everwaelmlvg with larger data 
matrices, such as THURSTONE's "Primary Mental AbiUties" (this case is net 
presented la this paper). Here aa Initial spin into a Varlmax pesitiea did 
net prevent several factors from collapsing. 
It was therefore decided to abandon Oblisla. The only tangible benefit 
from these experiments was a further ceaflraatiea that snaller data sets , 
iacluding BARMAN'S "Twenty-four Psychological Tests," nay give rise to false 
promises i f used for testlag a new rotational technique. One Is also led 
to agree with KAISER's conclusions (1959): " . . . detemlning oblique 
factors analytically i s far aere difficult than in the orthogonal case. 
One just does not siaply«soae afternoon, while at coffee—carry out the 
generalisation of a successful orthogonal criterion and have a successful 
oblique criterion." 
3*3 Application To "Hierarchical" Factor Solutions 
Suppose a givea correlation aatrix RQ (axa) has been factored late 
(3.3)1) RQ . P^PJ^ • U| 
vhere Px (nxa^) is the factor pattern (of the first order), Rt the natrix 
of latercerrelatloae between n L (first order) factors and u| is the 
(diagonal) aatrix of uniquenesses for this (first) order. 
Suppose one then factors Rt (BJXBU) late 
(3.3)2) Rj^  - P ^ P J + U| 
(where Pg, Eg, and U„ are slailarly defined for the second order level) and 
continues In this manner until finally, at the k t k level, one has 
« 
(3.3)3) V l - PkVk + uk 
k2 
vhere R k - 1 Is the aatrix of factor lntercorrelations of the k-1 order 
factors, Pk is the k t n order factor pattern, u| is the k t h order uniqueness 
aatrix and H* Is the aatrix of lntercorrelations of the k*** order factors, 
let, for the final, kth, level 
. (3.3)10 Rk - 1. 
Such a k-order oblique solution of «i+«2+ . . . •**% • m correlated factors 
can be trsnsformed into a solution of m uncorrelated factors by neans of 
an algorithm vhich vas developed by THURSTONE (I9k7, p. k2k) and SCHMTO 
and UCIMAN (1957). 
They suggest confuting for a 2-level factorisation, the natrix 
(3.3)5) F2 - (PiU2 ) PjP2) 
for a 3-level factorisation, the natrix 
(3.3;6) F3 - (PjUg ) PjPg^ | P1P2P3) 
for a k-level factorisation, the natrix 
(3.317) Fk . ( P x U ^ P ^ ) . . . ^ ^ ! ) . . . ) ! ! ^ ^ ) ^ ? , ) 
( if one defines 
1
 rn n«l 
Fk could also bo written, and computed, recursively in terms of sueoessive 
colunn partitions, correspcndlng to sueoessive sets of higher order factors, 
1*3 
as 
(3.3)8) F k - (X^Xg) . . . )XX) . . . )Xk-1)Xk) 
vhere 
*1 - Pi«2 
(3.3)9) Xp - & P i V l - W P V P * (vm2'kml) 
* * " filpi - ^ - l U k 1 ^ * 
To verify that such a derived matrix F k can Indeed be Interpreted as a 
set of m • mi uncorrelated factors, consider the 3-level case: 
(3.3)10) F3 - (PjUg) P^gUj) PLP2P3) 
F3FJ . P^fPJ^PgUfpj^Pi+P1PgP3ufPJPgP.+P1P2P3PiPkP'PgP1 
- P1(uf+Pg(u|+P3(u|+PEP4)PJ)P2)Pi 
- P1(u|+Pg(uf4P3R3P|)PJ)Pi 
(3.3A1) - P^ui+PgRgPgJPi 
" WI 
- « b - v | . 
kk 
k 
The new set of m • j: m^ factors in F k vill not be linearly Independent, 
since one has 
(3-3)12) Ho-Uf - F ^ - PJRJF^ 
so that R()-uf is of rank e^. 
Let it be assumed that lU+uf vas originally factored into n^ uncorre-
lated centroid (or principal axis) factors C1# Then Cx vill be nxEi and 
(3.3)13) CxCi * F/i - RQ - uf . 
In other words, the scalar products of the rows in Ct are the same as the 
scalar products of the rows in Fk, Suppose nov one constructs from Cx a 
new natrix C by augnentlng C^ with XHBL columns of seres. Then 
(3.3,'lM C . (Cx ; 0) 
v i l l be of the sane order as Fk, Again 
(3.3;15) CC . CXC£ . Ro j^f - FfcFi , 
but now C and Fk are of the sane order and therefore can be interpreted as 
the coordinate matrices of n vectors in a-space. Since the rows of both 
aatrices have the sane scalar products, Fk can be considered an orthogonal 
rotation of C in a-space, i . e . , 
(3*3)16) F* . CT vith T'T - I . 
Therefore one could solve for T, given C and F*. by the Orthogonal 
Procrustes technique. That is, once a "hierarchical" solution F k has 
*5 
been obtained from a first order centroid matrix Cx and its subsequent 
higher order factorisations, it should be possible to coapute the ortho-
gonal matrix T vhich carries C • (C^ ; 0) into F k exactly. 
On the other hand, one nay vlsh to postulate a "hierarchical" matrix 
Fj and check on the closeness of fit possible by rotating C • (C]_ ; 0) 
into F| in a least squares sense. Again the (general) solution of the 
Orthogonal Procrustes problea can be used for this check. Should such a 
check turn out satisfactory, a second (or higher) order factorisation may 
not be necessary at all. 
It is evident that GREEN'S solution of the Orthogonal Procrustes 
problem does not serve its purpose here, since in the errorfree case 
neither A nor B (in AT-B+E) vill be of full colusn rank, and In any case 
(3.3)17) SS» - A'BB'A • 
ci*k**,ci ° 
0 
whether or not a perfect fit is possible. Such a natrix clearly cannot 
be Inverted as GREEN'S solution requires in eq. (1.2)12). It is In this 
context that the greater theoretical generality of the presently proposed 
solution of the Orthogonal Procrustes problem is of practical relevance, 
3.k SCHMD}—.IE3MAJI Back Solutions '* 
In practical applications of the Orthogonal Procrustes technique 
to "hierarchical" factor aatrices F some knowledge of the corresponding 
oblique solution is desirable. Such knowledge is pertinent because a 
fit is possible, though clearly not desirable, when no corresponding 
oblique solution exists. 
k6 
Two different approaches for such an oblique back solution v i l l be 
considered. Both are restricted to 2-level solutions, for algebraic con-
venience, and because they suffice to indicate the general principle. The 
variation presented in section 3 .Hi vas found to have more practical merit 
than that presented in section 3.k2 vhich however is somewhat richer in 
theoretical neanlng.-
3.kl Back Solution Based On F 
Consider a known "hierarchical" solution F for 2 levels, e.g., 
(3.M)1) F - (PXU2) P^g) 
so that (see section 3.3), 
(3.U)2) fy-uf - P^Pi - FF' 
and 
(3.U)3) R^Pf - PgRgPg - P2P2 
since 
Rg- I. 
The object of a "back solution based on F" Is to find P3., P2, U2, 
given F. 
vr 
Define, for convenience, 
(3.fcl)fc) X - PiU2 ) Y «• PXP2 
then 
Then 
(3.M>5) YT - PiPaP^i • 
(X'X)-IX' - (UjjPiPjUgrVl 
- UJ^P^J-^gP^ 
(3.U)6) - u - 1 ^ ) - ^ 
(3.M)7) «Z , •oy._ 
ZTY'Z< . (U^PlPiJ-^ytP^gPgPptP^P^)"^1) 
- ui^Ri-flgVg'1 
(3.U)8) - UJ^UJ1-! . 
Therefore, to obtain a back solution from F, one could proceed as follows: 
(1) Noraallse ZXY'Z' • I - U^RjUg1 to obtain Ug and Rj^ , 
(2) Using U2, coapute Px ** XU*1 , 
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(3) Obtain P2 (the second order factor pattern) by premultiplying Y 
with the left-inverse of Pi (which exists if the columns of P^ 
are Indeed linearly independent, as the factor model requires): 
( ( P i P ^ - ^ Y - (PiPxJ^PlPiPa - P 2 . 
This solution was programmed for the IBM 709k and applied to a number of 
2-order hierarchical solutions to be discussed section 3.5. 
3.>*2 Back Solution Based on T * 
Before presenting the second variant of a SCHMD>»-IEIMAN back 
solution, it Is convenient to Introduce a somewhat more explicit notation 
than was used so far. 
' Let there be a set of n coordinate axes of unit length (c^) which 
represent a set of m mutually uncorrelated hypothetical variables (with 
variance 1) euch as the set of m centroid factors or a set of m principal 
axes factors or the like. Let there be a second set of a oblique axea 
which represent a aet of correlated hypothetical variables. For example, 
let thla second set of axee represent the set of m correlated "reference 
vectors" (nj). Finally, let there be another set of n oblique axes (ft) 
vhich represent a correlated factors, each with unit variance. 
One then has the correlation matrices 
R c n i.e., the correlations of a uncorrelated centroid 
factors with m correlated reference vectors 
Rpf the correlations of m uncorrelated centroid factors 
with m correlated ("oblique") factors 
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Rgf • diagonal the correlations of a correlated reference 
vectors with m correlated oblique factors. 
This matrix Is diagonal because "reference 
vectors" are defined as the normals of the 
m subspaces ("hyperplanes") spanned n-1 
factors and hence they correlate only with 
the n'th factor not in this subspace. 
Ron the lntercorrelations of the a reference 
vectors 
Rff the lntercorrelations of the m ("oblique") 
factors 
Roc m I the lntercorrelations of the a uncorrelated 
centroid or principal axis factors. . 
For notational convenience let 
(3*42)1) Rpo^  - R'qp 
i . e . , let transposition be Indicated by reversing the subscripts, i f so 
desired. 
To Illustrate this notation, consider 
Kff * RfcRcf 
V " \eRen . 
Let 
(3.42)2) Rm - R^H, 
so that 
Rfc - Rfn^i'. 
Then 
*fc*ef " J^fn^^c^if 
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-lc 
• RfnCRncRcn)"1^ 
or 
(3.42)3) Bff - BttPruPat • 
Slailarly, 
(3.42,4) R^ ^ p « ^ V « V 
provided only that the (pj.) and (qjj are linearly Independent and of 
length 1 in the metric of the' (cj), i.e., provided that 
(3.42)5) diag(Rpp) « diag(RpcR<Jp) - I 
and likewise for the (qj,). 
Using this notation one finds 
*tn " *tc*cn for the "reference vecte? structure" 
*nn " RncRcn " InfI¥fRfn for *** lntercorrelations between 
reference vectors 
»-lt Rff - Bfc^ef " ^tn^m^af for tbe **t«rcorrelatlons between 
("oblique") factors 
Rtf • *tc*et for the "factor structure" 
where the (t*) represent tests of length hj ^  1. All the above expres-
sions are of the sane general type, namely that of eq. (3*42)3). 
&!<.**..*",ll '- -.a-W 1 ..r^-Jo'i^t-' .i^i. > 
Finally, If one defines 
-1 Ptf-Rtf^ff 
as a "factor pattern," one has 
(3.42)6) 
ptf " «tf*x# - <«tAR*>«L* 
i .e . , the factor pattern is proportional by coluans to the reference 
vector structure (since Bfi|> • diagonal). 
Using this notation in parallel with the set of symbols defined in 
previous sections, one has for a "hierarchical" solution 
(3.42)7) 
F - (PXU2, PXP2) 
- (Rtc* °) T 
where T is sn crtbonormal natrix which could have resulted from aa 
Orthogonal Procrustes rotation. 
Eq. (3.42)7) could be written 
Tlx Tjo. (3.42)8) [PXU2 ) PXP2 ] . [ajo j <f| T21 T22 
so that 
(3.42)9) \flL - P-U2 . 
Since one assumes both R,.c and Px - RtnR J^ of full column rank, 
the subaatrlx Txx in 
(3.42)10) RtcTlx - PXU2 . RtnRifUa 
must be unique. On the other band one could have obtained the right hand 
member of eq. (3.42)10) simply as 
(3.42)11) RtoR^Ug - RtcRcnRoJUj 
i . e . , by "rotating" the original natrix of uncorrelated factors (c±) to 
a new set of (correlated) references vectors (nj.) and then scaling the 
resulting reference vector structure by coluans (both R^ and U2 are 
diagonal)* Therefore 
(3.42,12) R ^ - H ^ R ^ f e 
or 
(3.42)13) Txx . R^R^Ug 
i.e., T x x must be proportional by coluans to the transformation natrix 
Ren "hie* carries the centroid natrix Rtc into the reference vector 
structure R^n. Then 
» DRgnD 
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vhich v i l l yield, upon normalisation by 
(3.42)15) D"1 . \Jl\f , 
(3.42)16) Rfln - DSijTuD-1 , 
and also Rj.n, the reference vector structure, if applied to PXU2, the 
first portion of the "hierarchical" natrix F: 
W * - *tn**tU2U?lRnf 
(3.42)17) - Htn • 
Similarly 
(3.42,18) ( T i ^ ) " 1 - U g 1 * ^ 1 
could be used to obtain the correlations between first order factors, 
ss reproduced from the second order pattern. The first order factor 
pattern 
(3.42)19) Px - HtfRfJ - R ^ 
can be obtained in a number of ways, for example 
would, yield the diagonal natrix Rfn by normalisation of the Inverse 
of RaB, Pg can then be had from PxFg as in section 3.41. 
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This approach to the SCHMID—ISIMAN back solution has also been 
programmed and has been found to check vith the variant based on F vhich 
vas discussed In the previous section. The former solution vas preferred 
in practice since it can be applied directly to the target natrix F* (or 
B in B • AT + E) before the actual least squares fit has been computed, 
which would supply T. In this way it is possible to obtain an advance 
check on the reasonableness of a proposed target matrix. 
On the other hand, the presently discussed back solution is computa-
tionally faster since most operations deal with mxm matrices. It also 
serves to clarify the meaning of some of the Intermediate matrices, 
e.g., T. Furthermore it permits a quick check on a necessary condition 
for the existence of such a back solution, namely the existence of T£x 
vhich is needed in eq. (3.42)18). The sane equation also provides a 
check on U2, the diagonal elements of vhich must be less than unity la 
absolute value to be permissible. 
3.5 Program And Illustrative Example 
A FORTRAN listing for the back solution based on F is presented in 
Tables A.23.1 end A.23.2. The algebra employed in this progrsa is identical 
vith the algebra of sections 3«kl and 3.42 and need not be repeated here. 
A numerical example is given In Table A.3.9 for Illustration of this 
back solution. It is based on a set of data provided by HUMPHREYS (1962) 
who computed a two-level SCHMID—U5IMAN solution for a 17x8 factor natrix. 
The centroid matrix is napped into this hierarchical solution by the 
Orthogonal Procrustes program, as shown In Table A.3.2. This nap should 
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be exact, except for rounding error, and thus provides a further illustration 
of the Orthogonal Procrustes technique as applied to matrices of less than 
full column rank. 
The hierarchical solution F was then used as input for the back 
solution based on F. The results agree perfectly with those listed in the 
original reference (HUMPHREYS, 1962, p. 9). 
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APPENDIX A.1 
SOME NOTES ON SYMBOLIC MATRIX DERIVATIVE OF TRACES 
In least squares vork of the type reported here, some of the 
otherwise rather involved algebra can be simplified by use of a notation 
vhich, in essence, was first advanced by DWYER and McPBAIL (1948). In 
this paper some of their ideas are put to work. Since the notation has 
been further simplified, it will be explained in this section. 
DWYER and McPBAIL, in their paper, distinguish between two kinds 
of "natrix derivatives," 
(I) The derivative of a matrix with respect to a scalar, and 
(II) The derivative of a scalar with respect to a natrix. 
A special case,of the first type would be the derivative of a aocalled 
"vector function," which is a vector which varies with some scalar 
variable, e.g., time. For example, a row vector v • *)u/Jt • (0, 1, 2t) 
is obtained by differentiating the row vector u • u(t) • (l,t,t2) with 
respect to the Independent scalar variable t. 
However, for the present purposes, the derivatives of type II are 
of more Intereat, A apecial case would be the derivative of a quadratic 
form x'Ax with respect to the colusn vector x. 
Let 
(A.l;l) x' - (x1,...,xi,...,xlk) , 
then the derivative of the scalar 
(A.1; 2) s - x'Ax 
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will be written 
(A.l;3) )*/)* 
and will be defined to be the column vector of the partial derivatives 
Wr*i. 
This derivative notation is often used in least squares vork, as 
by RAO (1952), ANDERSON (I958), and GRAYBILL (I96I). GRAYBILL also 
considers the fairly obvious generalization of the above definition to 
include aatrices of independent variables, which is of major concern 
here. 
But If X is an nxk matrix, then Y • X'AX is no longer a scalar. 
Suppose one considers the sun of the diagonal elements of Y instead. This 
sua (which is defined only for square matrices) is often called the 
"trace" of Y and denoted tr(Y), i . e . , if 
then 
(A.l;4) tr(Y) - ZffXi 
Thla trace is a scalar variable which can be treated by ordinary methods 
of calculus, If the partial derivatives with respect to each element 
xjj in X is desired. But rather than considering each of these partials 
separately, it may be convenient, for some purposes, to arrange then 
in a natrix of the same order as X, the Independent (matrix) variable, 
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and to denote this nxk matrix simply as ^tr(Y)/JX, i.e., 
i - l,n 
(A.l;5) ^(X'AX)^X - ( ^ (X'AX)/^,) 
J
 J - l,k 
So far few gains seem to derive from such a convention. But one 
notes that the scalar tr(Y) is of a somewhat peculiar nature and 
subject to special algebraic conveniences vhich, if combined with the 
suggested notation, is apt to lead to considerable algebraic simplifica-
tion in least squares work. 
To see this one first notes that the trace of a matrix is but one 
member of a whole class of scalar functions of a square matrix which 
sometimes is denoted fa , and which appear as coefficients ln~the 
characteristic polynomial of the matrix, say Y. Let Y be nxn with 
roots rj,, then 
(A.l;6) flr) - 2 ^ - 1 ) 1 % ^ (k-0,l,...,n) 
for a l l roots r, vhere 0Q is the determinant of Y, faj± is the 
trace of Y and a l l fa are chceen so that SQ • 1 (see, e .g . , BELLMAN, 
i960, and HOHN, I958). 
For a l l fa, the following property holds: Let Y • ABC (square), 
then 
(A.U7)' «k(ABC) - e^ (CAB) - Ok(BCA) , 
but 
oyABC) ^ pyACB), 
in general. That is to say the scalar functions fa are invariant 
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under cyclic permutations of the factors of Y. A special case is, of 
course, the conmutativlty for traces and determinants of matrix products 
vith tvo factors. 
Furthermore traces, being based on square, though not necessarily 
symmetric, matrices, have the convenient property of Invar lance under 
transposition, i.e., 
(A.l;8) tr(Y) - tr(Y') 
which is obvious because transposition does not affect the diagonal 
of a matrix. 
These tvo properties can be used to partition the dependent 
variables of trace-derivatives into equivalence classes. For example, 
tr(XA) • tr(AX) by cyclic permutation, 
tr(A'X») - tr(X'A') by transposition, 
so that all four "trace equivalent forms" XA, AX, A'X', and X'A' will 
have the fame "symbolic trace derivative," namely A*. 
On the other hand, it is a direct consequence of the definition 
In eq. (A.1;5) that transposition of the independent variable, i.e., X, 
will transpose the derivative, i.e., 
(A,lj9) ^tr(Y)/«)X' - ( ^ tr(Y)^X)' . 
The problem then Is to find the trace derivatives of a representa-
tive of a trace-equivalence class. This can be accomplished In several 
ways, for example by recourse to summation notation (for one last time), 
by recourse to vector derivatives, or even by writing some of the terms 
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of the trace explicitly and going back to matrices after some of the 
partial derivatives have been taken. To illustrate the vector technique, 
let 
u 
(A.1; 10) A 
*m 
and - [*l,xi,*k "I 
vhere k • a. Then 
(A.1; 11) tr(AX) - Z^nJ^ . 
One verifies inmedlately that ^a^/^x^, • a^ , so that 
(A.l;12) ^tr(AX)/^X- (ax,...,ak) - A» . 
In a similar fashion, a number of other derivatives were found, 
some of which are sunmarized in Table A. 1.1. 
Applications 
A typical regression problem could be formulated as 
(A.1;13) b - Ax + e 
where b may be colusn vector of criterion scores, A a matrix of 
predictor scores, e a vector of error scores and x a vector of unknowns, 
which are to be chosen so as to minimize the "target function" 
(A.ljlk) |e| - (e'e)& 
which, geometrically, is the length of the error vector e. 
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Now suppose that, instead of having only one criterion vector b, 
one deals with a set of such vectors bx,...,bk, which could be 
arranged in a matrix B 
B • (b;L,...,bk) 
and the problem is now to choose a matrix of unknowns 
X * (xx,...,xK) 
ao that the matrix of discrepancies 
E - (ex,...,ek) 
is minimized In some sense under choice of X. This problem could be 
treated In precisely the same fashion as the preceding one, If one agrees 
to consider E minimised when e^e^ Is minimized for all i. This condition 
could also be written 
tr(E'E) - minimum 
since 
tr(E'E) - sieiei • 
In other words, the introduction of traces as scalar functions of matrices 
can be viewed as a direct generalization of scalar products as scalar 
functions of vectors, at least in the context of least squares problems. 
Often one not only wants to differentiate a "target function" 
such as tr(E'E) but in addition has to deal vith a set of side-conditions 
vhich are to be imposed on the solution S, to vhich tnd one may have to 
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Introduce a set of socalled "LAGRANGE-multlpliers," one for each side-
condition. For example, let i t be desired that the columns xi of X 
obey 
a iX l ' C l l aiX2 - °12 
(A.l;15) 
•4*1 - ° 2 1 "fi I2- c22 etc. , 
for given vectors a^  and scalars cj... One now introduces a set of 
LAGRANGE-multlpliers l±*t one for each slde-conditicn, and writes 
(A.1;16) ln(a*xx-e l x) - l^ajxg-c^) F — « W 8 ^ - 6 ^ ) B ° 
This set of equations can be rephrased in terms of traces as 
(A.l; 17) tr(L(AX-C)) - 0 
since, for any P and Q (such that HI is square) 
(A.1;18) tr(Kl) - Z±*p±fa± 
i.e., tr(FQ) contains the sum of products of corresponding elements in 
P' and Q. Hence L in eq. (A.l;17) introduces an Ij. for every element 
yjj in Y * AX - C. 
The reader is nov In a position to follow the derivation of the 
general solution of the Orthogonal Procrustes problem in detail. Eqs. 
(1.1;1) through (1.1;3) stated the problem, viz., 
(A.l;19) AT - B + E, T'T » I, tr(E'E) a minimum. 
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Eq, (1.1;4) states the target function in terms of known and unknown 
matrices as 
(A.l;20) gi - tr(E'E) - tr(T»A'AT - 2T«A'B + B'B) 
where the transposition rule (A.l;7) van applied to simplify the middle 
term. The derivative of gx with respect to the matrix T is 
(A.l;21) ^gj/eVT - (A'A + A'A)T - 2A»B + T(L+L«) . 
The first summand la found In the X'AX row of Table A.1.1, the second 
term in the A'X row. For the side-condition eq, (1.1;5) one finds, 
using a aatrix of LA0RANC£»multiplier8 as in eq. (A.l;17) above, 
(A.l;22) 62 - tr(L(T'T-I)) 
which, according to row XAX' in Table A.1.1, yields 
(A.l;23) o W J T - T f L + L ' ) , 
so that one finds, after differentiating 
(A.lj24) g m gx + gg 
with respect to the unknovn matrix T, 
(A.l;25) «ty^T - (A'A*A'A)T - 2A'B + T(LfL») 
vhich is eq. (1.1;8) in section 1.1. To set this matrix equal to the 
null matrix Is equivalent to setting all partials to zero, which is 
a necessary condition for a minimum of g, under choice to T. From this 
point on one deals with an algebraic problem of isolating T which may 
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or nay not have an easy solution. But the search for this solution is 
evidently made simpler by having the conditions stated in matrix form. 
This notation has been found quite useful and is doubtless capable 
of a variety of extensions and refinements. 
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TABI2 A.1.1 
SOME MATRIX DERIVATIVES OF TRACES 
Trace Derivatives 
Cycl. Permut. 
aa> 
XA 
XA' 
XX'A 
X'XA 
AXX' 
AX'X 
Transpos, 
A' 
X' 
X'A' A«X» 
X'A AX» 
X'A'X A'XX' 
XA'X* A'X'X 
• 
XX'A 
X'XA' 
*H*/ir* 
0 
I 
A' 
A 
(A+A»)X 
X(A+A«) 
^trY/^X-
0 
I 
A 
A' 
X«(A+A') 
(A'*A)X« 
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APPENDIX A . 2 
PROGRAM LISTINGS 
tilfSksHMMtoZfAiA,. iH. «.* 2 ,•', „«•>, J.-, <t„ ,1 &J..J ^ « 4 . i ' . , J . ', , . 1 *,, . , ,- «-. i . . . , , „-,«£ i-'u.-.-"' V,' vJ^^l^.^iukka#al4«^«»/jlfe<t'4Ki*^S^^K« 
Wfl'SK.rS" 'f-'^i ttr. 
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TABLE A.21.1 
FORTRAN LISTING* 
rV 
• ORTHOGONAL PROCRUSTES* 
MAIN ROUTINE* 
S FORTRAN 
S PUNCH OBJECT 
.g 
C ORTHOGONAL PROCRUSTES XGENERAL SOLUTIONS 
~£ SOLVES ATiB*«T*0^~OlftTH*^ 
C SENSE* HANDLES.SINGULAR CASE* 
DIMENSION tPARX24B«IPR0GX3a*ITPX6nt 
1 BX1 •SO0.AX1OO.5 n« 0X5 • 8 0 0 . 
2 S XS tS0B*T»50«S0B«XlXS PUX2XS Bt 
3 X3XS0B tX4XS0S»XSX50B 
COMMON tPAR«!PROG«!TP«B«A«0«S«T« 
1 X1«X2*X3»X4»XS 
101 FORMATX20H- INPUT MX A /•B 
__ itir^tmtoKmMF? INPUT MSTB —-TTW-
e 103 P0RMATX40H- OUTPUT LST*SORS* F I T AT T 0 4 FORRATIW»l^"OUTPUT TRAT*SFOR|ilATIO«r»>r~T^ 
103 F0RMATX40H» OUTPUT RESIDUAL MX ESB-AT 
~r0s7~F0*WATX4TH- ~THE~WAX WAI^D I SCREPANCV^r*TX»Wr 
107 F0RHATX33H- ORTH* CHECK* OUTPUT TOT 
203 P0RMAT«24I3I 
691 FORWATX«6H~BCGINNING,ORTH*PROCRUSTES//15H PA 
G A L L T P T R S P 
NOUTaVITPXlO 
NTNSTTPXon 
I2SIPARX2B 
!4*IPARX4fl 
isstPARxen 
tT#lPARX7n 
10*1 PARKS* 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE N0Wad9 i «XIPARXla«t»l . 240 
CALL PREAO*rStN«MB 
WRIT* OuWPQTTTA^E^IOOTTl^i 
CALL ^ ' J E * 1 . 6 * " ; " " 
CALL PREAOXI 7«N «MD 
• R U E OUIPUT I APE NOUT.l 2 
CALL PwRtTEXlS*N«Mn 
CALL MXATSDMW»H*M« 1 • i *S •A«B«Sn 
CALL MXATBOXM»l«l»M«5 • « #5 «S*S«QB 
-CALL FULMOMSjai*S0«M*O»Xl*T*X2»X3»X4*XSB 
CALL MXTRPOXM.M»50.10 *S«AO 
ifeaWfe^.^MLife^ 
^s^^^^^^^^^^s^s-^e^a^^o?*wj«^*%f^j'tv^'r^%v ^K^ifrw*iv^ 5--1'" •' ". •* '> •f"'*t! -• '-' ''" ,-;y" > • -< ,i •/r»*"' -""- ia~r>^i 
CALL MXMULDXM«MiM«S *1 *5 •S«A«QB 
CALL! F U L H O M X M * 8 0 « M * Q 4 X 1 « S « X 2 « X 3 « M 4 « X S B 
73 
CA1^7 QSIGNXN7M70MAXB 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NOUTal 3 
CALL PWRITEM!«•N TM D 
CALL; MXSHP0XM«M«S0«10 •T»Bn 
"IRtTE OUlFUt TAPE N0WiT~4 \ 
CALL PWR!TEX13»M»MB 
CALL MXATB0XM.M.M.5 . 5 .1 •T7TTBB 
WOT NOUT «107 
~as3^fmRTVGe[i*m¥n — 
CALk> MXSHFOXMtM* 100*1 «A«BB 
IWITl OUTPUT TAPE NOUTTTHN 
CALL »WRITEXI4»N *M B 
~WWrTtrO\*TPUT^APinroUTTl^ 
READ INPUT TAPE NIN«2 3«XlPARXta«I#l«24B 
KSIPARXltt 
LflPROGXKB 
"CALL SCLPGMXLaOB 
END 
W T E ~ T R U N C A T E D FORMAT~STATEMENT~ 
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TABLE A*22*l 
FORTRAN LISTING* 
VARISIM, 
MAIN ROUTINE* 
S PUNCH OBJECT 
^ 
C VAR-l&lM* COPY* MAIN 
^ 
DIMENStON|S»ARX24B«lPR0GX3 Ba. ITPX6B* 
1—AX120»30naBX120V3 B« SSXI2 n . 
2 B6Xl20«30n»ATX30«120n»PX4 »40S« 
3 - ~ Q x r ^ i V i | v S S 4 0 # 4 0 t t 9 T S 4 f 4 B t X i X 4 0 B l 
4 X2X40B«X3X40B«X4X40a«X9X4 8 
COWMON^PWVIPROGiTTPTA^B*M^^ 
1 SS»X1»X2*X3»X4»X5«P 
~ T B ^FOWRATft^ H=nBRITS^T-R»TATl»~MATRIM^^V 
103 FORMATX30H- OUTPUT TRANSF* MATRIX T 
~T04~~ FO*MAT%S0H- OATH* CHCCRTTOT* L i t ROW PCT* V 
203 P0RMATX24I3S 
691 FW*ATX20H- WTCI MMiNG VARIS |M • / / 1 6 H PARAM 
NIN01TPX6S 
NOUT*TTPXln 
I2#|PARX2fl 
r3*iPARx3n 
I40IPARX4B 
iOTleOUTTOOlTX: tPARX IBTI * 1T24B 
CALL VARIXM«M4I0EPB 
iF^roEPn 5 4 i . r 
00 E i f U N 
DO 2 J*l<* 
2 AXr«Jn»SQRTXSSX|Hn »BXI»JB 
CALL VMSTXNaMVAaXln 
WOT MOUTtlOt 
CALL PwRITEXI2»M«M a 
WOT N0UT«103 
CALL MXAHF«Xir.T»T«Tl^TT-« AST CALL PWRITEXI3»M«MB 
m r m r T 7 r 
CALL MXTRPDXM«M.a40«40«T*QB 
"CALL MXmutOXM»M.M*4 »4 . 1 2 *T*Q«AB 
DO 7-J»l;'M 
AXMPlaJnsNtXJn 
CONTINUE 
•OT W0UT«l04~ 
CALL PWRITEXt2*MPl«Mn 
C PREPARE FOR REENTRY 
««^^m1iMaii»^ft^^ 
i 
\ 
k 
X 
I 
1 
felt 
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B READ INPUT TAPE"NIN«2 3+X!PARX!B«l«l«24fl 
KSIPARX1B 
L#IPSJOGXKB 
CALL SELPGMXLaOB 
END 
F-
1 
4o 
NOTE TRUNCATED FORMAT STATEMENT 
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TABLE A*22*2 ' 
FORTRAN LISTING* 
VARISIM* 
SUBROUTINE VAR1* 
S FORTRAN 
S PUNCH OBJECT 
s T ^ W u T l N e V A R i X N * M n o E P n 
Dt»CN»lON|PARXg»»rlPROCX3 B+ ITPX6B* 
1 AXt2O«30tta6X120a3 D* SSXI2 B* 
2 B 8 X 1 2 O + 3 O B » A T X 3 0 V 1 2 0 B * P X 4 *40»» -• 
3 " 0 X 4 •40naS«40V40BaTX4 T 4 S*X 1X40B• 
4 X2X40tt<X3X40n«X4X40B^XgX4 B 
COIIMOII iPARaIPROOaXTPaA»B«Be*AT«Q*S«T+ 
: 1 SS«X1 *X2*X3«X4*X9«P 
101- FOROIATX40H- PROCESS FAILED TO CONVERGE PROP 
102 FORMAT* 9H- AFTER •14a61H ITERATIONS THE M 
1 TRIAL MATRICES WAS • F1-*B / / B 
CALL FTRAP 
LMS40 
NOUTaVITPXlat 
IBfftPARXSa 
ISW1PARX6B 
IETAS IPARX7B 
IFKIETAB 92*91*91 
91 1ETA4V 3 
92 ETASI *«*IETA 
NtltSlPAftXOm 
r F X N l H o B3*S3*54 
9 3 Mi l1*109 
94 CALL S99SAOKJB*M»MB 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NOUT» 1 
CALL. PismITE XI6*N«MB 
CALL MXM0nDXN»Mal2Oa , AtS&aftm 
CALL MitlRPPXN^M1120#3 ^AaATW— 
CALL MXSHFDXNaMa I2Q#12 aAaBO 
CALL NXSJt*DXNt>U 120* 12 •AaBSa 
2 tOEPSl L 
DO 5 I I I t T a N I H 
KKXS1II 
CALL HXPWS^»i+H«120«12 »B»A»3n 
CALL DIAGXN«M.&»Xln 
150T3-3WisT 
DO 3 I « f « N 
3 6Xl*J*r*AXI«Jn«XlX«fa : 
CALL MX*ULDSM»N«*a3 * 12 . 4 - • ATaO.SB • 
CALL HXTRPOXM*H+4O*40«JM OB : 
CALL MXMULDXM.N*Ma4 »4 »4 >*V«0*Tn 
W^M&b^^ 
•£ 
> 10 
4 
9 
6 
17 
7 
CALL H0WXM*40*M*T»Xl«Q«X2«X3*X4«XSfl 
CALL, NOSGNDXM*SaO*PaTVXt*4 alDEPB 
IFX10CP017» 10* 10 
CALL MXATBOXM«N*M*3 «4 a 12 *AT*T*BB 
CALL MXfSTOftlTST* 12 •N«M«B«6S*ETA«0MAxa 
IFXITSTO 6 *6 *4 
CALLNXSHF0XN*M*120*12 *B*BBtt 
CONTINUE 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NOUTtl 2*KKK*DMAX 
GO TO 7 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NOUTal 1 
RETURN 
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NOTE TRUNCATED FORMAT STATEMENT 
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TABLE A*22*3 
FORTRAN L IST ING* 
VARISIM* 
-
78 
* 
1 
! 
1 
1 
• 
i 
i 
SUBROUTINE NQSGND* 
S FORTRAN 
S PUNCH OBJECT 
SUBROUTINE NOS6NDXM»S«WaGaT*D*LM*IDEPB 
DIMENSION SXlalnaWXl«ln««Xl»1naTXl«inaDXln 
CALL MXATBDXM*M«M«LM*LMaLMaS*W« Tn 
1DEP* 
IJBSO 
00 2 J*ltM 
IFXOXJBB 20•20*10 
10 SC *l*/SORTXOXJBH 
DO 1 I«l«M 
IJ»IJ66I 
GXIJ«*TXIJn»SC 
CONTINUE 
IJB#1JB*LM 
2 CONTINUE 
CALL MXATBDXM«M*MtLMaLM«LM«TaG*SB 
IJBSO 
DO 9 J*1«M 
JJSIJB4J 
DO 4 I * l a M 
IJSTJB4VI 
IPXSXWnW 3V374 
GXIJBS-GXIJB 
CONTINUE ^ 
; 
9 
i 
f. 
20 
30 
i 
IJBaVlJBOLM 
CONTINUE 
CALL-MXTR*>DXM«M*LMaLMaG*SB 
CALL MXMULDXM*M*MaLM«LM*LMaW«SaTB 
60 TO 30 
IDEPS 1 
RETURN 
END 
i 
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-
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TABLE A.23.1 
FORTRAN LISTING* 
SCHMIDT-LE1MAN BACK SOLUTION BASED ON F* 
MAIN ROUTINE* 
S FORTRAN 
S PUNCH.OBJECT 
I 
t 
1 
•J. 
>< 
i.1 
ft 
4 
•a 
;i 
1 
(A 
r 
£ 
'b f 
1-
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
c 
c 
102 
104 
109 
106 
107 
203 
691 
200 
9 
_ 
SCHMIOT-LEIMAN BACK SOLUTION* 
THE•INPUT MX F 
IS GIVEN A SCHMIDT LEIMAN INTERPRETATION 
AND A BACK-SOLUTION INTO AN OBLIQUE 
2-LEVEL FACTORIZATION.OF A IS COMPUTED* 
D1MENS10N|PARX24B*IPROGX3 Ba 1TPX6B* 
1 AX100*3QB*BX100»3 B*SSX1 Ba 
2 BBXI «30B«ATX30*1 B«PX4 «40B«~ 
3 0X4 •400aSX40«40B«TX4 *4 B*XlX40Bt 
4 X2X40B*X3X40BaX4X40B*XSX4 B«KKKX3B 
COMMON !PAR*fPR0G*lTPaA*B«B8*AT«Q»S«T« 
1 SS«XI«X2*X3*X4*XS*P 
F0RNATX40H- INPUT XHIERARCHlCALB FACTOR MX 
FORMATX39H- OUTPUT UNIQUENESS VECTOR U2 
FORMATX43H- OUTPUT MX OF FACTOR INTERCORRELA 
F0RMATX53H- OUTPUT XCORRELATEOB FIRST ORDER 
FORMATX53H- OUTPUT XUNCORR*B SECOND ORDER FA 
FORMATX 24I3D 
FORMATX37H- BEGINNING SCHMIDT-LEIMAN BACK S 
1 16H PARAMETERS.ARE «2414*//B 
CALL FTRAP 
NOUTflTPXlB 
NINSITPX6B 
I2SIPARX2B 
I3#IPARX3B 
I4#IPARX4H 
IsWlPARXSfl 
I9S<IPARX9B -
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE N0UT»691 «XIPARXIB«'I#| •24C 
CALL PREAOXI2*NaMB 
WOT N0UT*102 
CALL PWRITEXI3*N*MB 
IFXI9B 200*300*300 
t9#*I9 
• M1SM-I9 
DO 9 J*1*I9 
JJfMl J 
DO 5 ISlaN 
BXIaJJBffAXIajB 
DO 6 J*1*M1 
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11 j ^ 
> ~ 
< 
1, 
s 
f 
0 
'5 
1 
^ 
.!' 
•eg. >«. i'-»i^,'i ft^ t.Tv 
6 
300 
30T~ 
4 
C 
C 
19 
£' '-^M;'J'^ *•'''- lv< , fiV.*"-; ;'*>"'^ i*t»i r, /
 ( -• ~ '• „ '».'
v
'" ',''*,'.' < J "' »".'' 
JJ#t9 J 
DO 6 1*1«N 
BXIaJn*AXI*JJfl 
GO TO 301 
CALL MXSHPOXNaMtlOOtl aAaBB 
Ml*M-I9 -
CALL BCKS0LXN.M1 tMaAaBaBfiaPaOaXlB 
DO 4 JSltMl 
AX1 *JB*X1XJB 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NOUTal 4 
CALL PWRITEXlEtlaMlB 
CALL MXSHFDXMl*Mf*4 «1 •©•Ad 
WRltfi OUTPUT TAPE NOUTU 6 
CALL PWR!TEX!4*MtattlB CALL MXSHFDXNaMl•10 a 1 a BB•An 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE' NOUTal 6 
CALL PWRITEXISaNfMlB 
WRITE OUTPUT TAPE"NOUTal 7 
CALL MXSHF0XM1«!9*4 al aPaAB 
CALL PWRlTEX12tMl«I9B 
PREPARE FOR REENTRY 
READ INPUT TAPE NINT2 STXIPARXlBa1*1<24B 
K*IPARKIB 
L*IPROOXKB 
CALL SELPGMXLtOB 
END 
' >-.' '<,""<.'' - '•-
80 
'• 1 
I 
1 
\ 
i 
\ 
J 
i 
i 
j 
5 
1 
1 
1 
i 
1 
I 
i 
i 
i 
i 
1 
1 
1 
j 
; 
1 
i 
) 1 
1 
V 
-
t 
\ 3 
i 
; / > ' 
f 
) 
1 
81 
TABLE A.23.2 
FORTRAN LISTING* 
v SCHMIDT-LEI MAN BACK SOLUTION BASED ON F* 
SUBROUTINE BCKSOL* 
1 
| 
if 
t 
,f 
J 
k 
r 
'J 
J 
t 
t 
J5 
5 
? 
t * 
• • ; 
' 
s 
s 
20 
1 
2 
3 
4 
9 
6 
30 
FORTRAN 
PUNCH OBJECT 
SUBROUTINE BCKsOLXiUMi*M*AaBaOB«P«0«XiB 
DIMENSI0NtPARX24BaIPR0GX30Ba ITPX6Ba AX100a3 
1 BBX100*30B«ATX30*100B*PX40a40B«QX40a40BaSX4 
2 aX2X40B«X3X40fl*X4X40flaX9X40B 
COMMON IPARalPROGalTPaAtBaBBaATaQaSaTaSSaXla 
I9*M Ml 
CALL LINVT0XN*Mi*100«40«BaBBaPaKERRB 
IFXKERRB S0a20a20 
DO 1 JfleI9 
JJ*M16J 
DO 1 1*1aN 
AXIajBSBXIaJjB 
CALL MKATBDXI4*MlaIBalOOalOOa40aBBaAaSB 
CALL MXTRPDXM1*19*40*40*S«PB 
CALL MXATBDXtOaMl.Mla40«40a40«PaP«0B 
DO 2 1*1 *M1 
0X1*10*0X1* IBM* 
DO 3 1*1•Ml 
XiXImfl •/SQRTX'o*! • Inn 
DO 4 1*1•Ml 
DO 4 JtftaMl 
QXItJB*QXI«JB*X1XIB*X1XJB 
DO S 1*1 «N 
DO 9 J*1«M1 
BBXI•JB* BXI•JB/X1XJB 
DO 6 J*laMl 
X1XJB*X1XJB*X1XJB 
CALL LINVTDXN*Ml«I00*40aBB*B*P*KERRB 
IFXKERRB 80*30*30 
CALL MXATBDXNaMl*I9*100*100*40*BaA*Pfl 
GO TO 60 
90 WRITE OUTPUT TAPE NOUTalOO 
1 0 P0RMATX30H- NO LEFT INVERSE 
CALL SYSTEM 
60 RETURN 
END 
;* * ~*-^-*i> 
82 
APBBNDIX A . 3 
IUUSTRATIVE EXAMPLES 
tk&VjJ 'vuv> "*sfei-V*'^ "i'V '•» •% ."-'.' -J&JJ^?I i''j,vv'l''<!."^A','»;''fe!e-JA» i~^l-/wt>.^</j>l«^=i';5w^/*«tivrkiJte/,i^iife-S&', ">^Jii^[^\!/^^^t^^^^^k^a^i^V: 
a^v^F ^  / ' * M 0 
' 
V 
a rl 
TABLE A.3.1 
ORTHOGONAL PROCRUSTES* 
SOURCE - HYPOTHETICAL EXAMPLE • 
83 I 
1 
> 
i \ 
i 
1 
•5 
• 
MATRIX 
1 
1 900 
2 600 
3 -600 
4 -900 
A 
2 
000 
000 
000 
000 
MATRIX B 
1 2 
600 600 
400 400 
-400 -400 
-600 -600 
3 
i 
t 
it 
i 
i 
1 
MATRIX 
1 
1 707 
2 707 
T 
2 
707 
-707 
MATRIX Q 
1 2 
-067 -067 
-067 -067 
1 
i 
1 
I 
\ 
i 
J 
S 
MATRIX 
1 
1 636 
2 424 
3 -424 
4 -636 
AT 
2 
636 
424 
-424 
- 6 3 e 
MATRIX E 
1 2 
-036 -036 
-024 -024 
024 024 
036 036 
* 
i 
i 
's 
t 
1 
1 
> 
'i 
i 
5 
1 
mmwA'";'*;''^-" 
81*. 
TABLE A.3*2 
ORTHOGONAL PROCRUSTES* 
SOURCE - HUMPHREYS X1962B* 
V CONTENT - MECHANICAL SKILLS* 
INPUT MATRIX A* 
8 
i 490 - 8 0 2 0 0 - 2 3 0 1 8 0 - 1 0 0 - 0 - 0 
__ 960 -160~~T20~^l r8~0~T00 70 ^ 0 =0~ 
_3 460 -50 180 90 60 180 -Q -Q 
4 " 546 -190 70" 110 90" 190" =6 =0~ 
9 460 110 -210 -230 -180 70 -0 -0 
6 570 -40 -2OO~=l30 180 110 -0 =^©~ 
7 500 140 280 30 60 - 1 4 0 - 0 - 0 
~8 910 120T~2e50 2 3 0 " ~ 8 0 - 4 0 ^6 * 0 ~ 
9 480 300 - 8 0 - 6 0 60 - 1 1 0 - 0 - 0 
. _-g -*50— 300 -1W~T60"" 200 -167 =0" =5" 
11 910 360 100 - 1 6 0 - 9 0 160 - 0 - 0 
_
 f _ 490 260 - I S O 5 0 — - 6 0 ~ 210 = * «•" 
•' 13 490 - 2 9 0 90 - 6 0 - 1 4 0 - 1 1 0 - 0 - 0 
1~4 5*0~^4T© ~ ~1 I D — 90~^r60~-r4O «0 =©~ 
19 520 -280 70 160 -140 -80 -0 -0 
. __ 560 -140 -270 290~-lSO -40 =5 =T 
17 590 -90 -290 -70 -100 -130 -0 -0 
INPUT MATRIX 8* 
'-
> 
L' 
.' 
l[ 
r 
I f 
1 
2 
3 
4 
9 
6 
7 
8 
9 
to 
11 
12 
13 
410 
490 
410 
900 
430 
980 
410 
440 
470 
480 
460 
900 
390 
/ 
320 
280 
230 
200~ 
-10 
110 
270 
230 
70 
—SO 
180 
10 
120 
-40 
30 
30 
-40 
360 
20 
90 
-10 
190 
•60 
430 
300" 
40 
30 
90 
O 
70 
120 
-60 
90 
76 
-20 
-60 
-too 
-60 
380. 
30 
-60 
-80 
-30 
-20 
90 
100 
240 
420 
-90 
SO 
**70 
40 
-60 
70 
-2TBT 
- M O 
-270 
330 
330 
90 
90 
190 
-20 
60 
340 
240 
20 
40 
0 
170 
110 
-20 
60 
-10 
10 
-140 
70 
20 
130 
230 
240 
-70 
140 
-10 
110 
-80 
-30 
30 
120 
-30 
a 
-
-
v 
llkk^&i^:^ 
•I'",, - « \^ "i-, ' i 
" V V ^ ^ V-'-Vr' !'-''"'= :t j , " 1 . . ' . * '-* ••'•."V^"- f 
tj 
"« -tr • • , — 
. ar J ** 1 y i
 r i >• 
85 
, 
14 
19 
16 
17 
420 190 
420 110 
530 - 1 1 0 
560 - 9 0 
- 7 0 
- 3 0 
0 
120 
590 
440 
410 
320 
- 9 0 
- 4 0 
140 
160-
120 
130 
- 2 0 
- 1 1 0 
30 
- 4 0 
- 2 2 0 
10 
20 
60 
60 
- 9 0 
• 
; 
, 
OUTPUT MATRIX* LEAST SQUARES F I T AT* 
8 
t 
2 
3 
4 
5 
405 
484 
407 
493 
440 
310 
272 
224 
166 
- 1 0 
- 7 
36 
9 
- 5 6 
394 
74 
132 
48 
138 
93 
8 46 
- 8 6 - 4 8 
- 7 9 105 
- 4 2 14 
9 - 1 4 7 
337 
234 
1 
42 
- 1 1 
104 
236 
244 
- • 1 
573 B6 55 30 90 - 2 2 9 129" 103~ 
7 412 270 51 42 109 318 116 - 2 
8 441 236 - 2 8 38 112 343 - 3 6 137 
9 468 61 190 - 6 9 291 85 62 - 9 3 
10 480 - 2 5 5 - 6 7 413 85 - 4 3 - 3 1 
11 471 171 410 - 1 4 6 7 133 28 17 
12 509 0 277 - 7 6 89 - 8 - 1 4 9 114 
13 393 135 24 374 - 8 1 19 110 - 2 2 
14 4 3 1 . 177 - 1 0 0 541 - 1 0 9 87 62 97 
19 422 126 - 6 6 428 - 9 4 107 - 2 7 90 
16 937 - 9 4 - 1 3 379 127 - 2 8 -218 . 93 
17 598 - 3 6 137 289 146 - 1 3 9 43 - 9 9 
TRANSFORMATION MATRIX T r 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 908 240 195 249 99 75. 80 101 
-g — ~ 7 B — i g u — 4 9 3 ~ - 6 4 0 38S~~347~=TTl - I S O 
3 - 1 7 7 980 - 9 1 - 6 8 - 3 4 0 671 208 127-
4 
• 5 
6 
7 
8 
40 - 1 7 8 - 4 1 9 137 239 403 - 6 8 4 384 
109 192 - 5 8 2 - 5 1 2 . 364. - 2 0 2 353 230 
83 92 244 - 3 7 6 - 4 8 3 - 3 1 6 - 2 8 3 .614 
291 - 6 9 8 - 1 6 3 - ! 7 8 - 4 0 0 328 342 - 0 
- 2 3 4 - 2 0 4 391 263 378 114 418 619 
DECIMAL POINTS AND LEADING ZEROS.OMITTED* 
\ 
-
. — ...i... ,i i , . . . — . . ., — . . — . — • — — — . . . . . 
' • - , 
&k^$w»&Bk#v^&^2^^^ 
86 
TABLE A * 3 * 3 
VARISIM AND OBLISIM* 
SOURCE - HARMAN Xt9eO~B« 
"CONTENr <^PHVTlClkL^V7^t7»Bfcli. 
INPUT MATRIX* 
T 830-396 
J! 818 -469 
3 " 777 -470 
4 798 -401. 
9 786 900 
6 672 498 
7 994 444 
8 647 333 
"OUTPUT~MATRIX*~ROTATTON BY^VARISTMV 
1 679 272 
2 9 « r ~ 2 T 0 " 
3 690 181 
_ ISO 246 
9 239 900 
s isar"792~ 
7 136 729 
1 
•> 
f 
ft 
h 
<£~ ' 
^ 
8 290 683 
OUTPUT MATRIX* ROTATION BY OBLISIM* 
-
1 2 
n 
' 1 
i vj 
~X 782 nejr 
2 837 - 2 8 
So i 
3 
4 
819 
769 
, 
- 4 8 
22 
• 
- t 
' $ 
•• •• v , | 
^ w ^ B ^ ^ ^ ^ l ^ v ^ ^ s n ^ ^ «J^^^iS©s^^^•s^=^,'•^^i!^?r^r,?' V^*> "^  'V«T | J^fW^^"SsjIV* *. rf(?V"|7i't)'~^^-5lfA'/'";^*"'-r^','f ,}f * ' "*,' ?\ i ^ "/^ 
V 
I-1'; 
5 
6 
7 
8 
- 4 811 
-22 721 
-93 671 
70 999 
* 
87 
• 
1 SOURCE - THURSTONE X1947B* 
CONTENT - UNSPECIFIED* 
INPUT MATRIX* 
1 
2 
762 
827 
0 
•395 
3 
4 
604 
670 
394 
39 
9 
6 
460 
236 
•197 
992 
7 
8 
991 
319 
617 
736 
OUTPUT MATRIX* ROTATION BY VARISIM* 
str |4A 
V*. 
1 
1-
L 
* 
i 
2 
3 
4 
9 
6 
7 
8 
1 2 
703 294 
900 -9, 
408^ 997 
603 294 
900 -4 
9 600 
, 307', 797 
7 801 
, 
-
' 
& &* 
OUTPUT MATRIX* ROTATION BY OBLTSIM* 
p. • 
i t e L " ' 1 
' 
1 
2 
, 
1 2 
602 109 
871 -238 , 
". ' 
. - ' ; • . . 
. ? . 
!•' 
MBMI^^ 
1; • 88 
236- 473 
505 131 
3 
4 
~9" 484-132 
6 -152 979 
7 89 692 
8 -202" 772 
DECIMAL POINTS ANO LEADING ZEROS OMITTED* 
3^ ' 
W-
& 
rj 
5 ^ . 
fc"' 
If %> < ft* 
1 
5?> . . • 
-
1 
' 
* 
• 
, ^ ' ; 
- 'V' 
, , 
V 
' 
' 
. ; 
-
-
• 
• 
> 
, ' . • 
( 
- ' A 
. it, . . 
? - -'-v. 
• 
-
1 
* 
• 
1 
>_ 
1 
-. ' - . , . 
- -[ 
.-
i j i 
! 
, ' 
> 
-
. . ' 
" 
". 
„ 
r \ 
" 
f 
r > 
: * ( 
1 
-
t<,r 
/> 
• • , ' 
i . ' . 
t )-
• 
' 
' , -
' ' ; 
l 
- . i ' ' • ' ' 
> 
\ 
' 
i ; 
; 
, 
' 
5 
' 
; -^  
a..* ' , 
r " ' , . - ' ' 
- \ .. , 
• ; i J ' 3 , f 
> 
1 
f 
" '
 £ 
J* 
* '* ' 
M *
 1 ^ 
-
- -
'k 
, » ' _ 
1
 • ; ' . 
>• 
: 
\< 
' „ V 
' 
\ 
\ 
'[ 
*' 
: 
: 
&$$&& &£k& 
5 ^ 4 ' . ' <••*/•"° . cr- • o , •- , o « o 
< 
•; 
< 
-• 
TABLE A 
VARISIM 
• 3 * 4 
AND O B L I S I M * 
89 
it 
rf 
r 
SOURCE -
CONTENT 
HARMAN 1 XI96OB• 
- PSYCHOLOGICAL 
OUTPUT MATRIX* ROTATION 
VARIABLES* 
BY VARISIM* i 
V 
r 
1, 
h 
V 
1 
r 
f 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
1 2 
1 3 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
1 9 
2 0 
2 1 
2 2 
2 3 
2 4 
1 
149 
111 
162 
2 0 5 
7 5 1 
7 5 0 
8 2 1 
5 4 6 
6 0 2 
146 
171 
17 
183 
2 1 6 
118 
91 
136 
0 
131 
3 5 9 
199 
3 9 9 
3 4 3 
2 
6 6 4 
4 2 9 
5 3 7 
5 3 9 
1 9 7 
2 0 8 
187 
3 6 1 
199 
- 8 0 
6 2 
2 1 4 
3 9 8 
2 4 
127 
4 0 3 
4 8 
3 0 5 
226 
463 
407 
401 
557 
202 
3 
207 
79 
32 
100 
223 
108 
173 
270 
21 
703 
612 
694 
603 
170 
82 
111 
196 
280 
164 
120 
392 
99 
223 
492 
4 
173 
103 
87 
77 
133 
215 
80 
121 
297 
223 
348 
95 
54 
495 
500 
438 
636 
537 
392 
258 
256 
363 
221 
332 
• 
ALL LOADINGS BELOW * 3 WERE DELETED* 
. 
OUTPUT MATRIX* 
VARISIM INPUT* 
ROTATION BY OBLISIM* 
i 
' 
1 
2 
3 
4 
1 
- 8 2 
- 3 2 
- 8 
30 
2 
919 
349 
449 
431 
3 
48 
- 2 1 
- 8 3 
- 2 1 
4 
- 3 7 
- 2 3 
- 9 7 
- 6 6 
* ' 
-
' * s 
•t 
-
90 
9 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
IS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
613 
606 
696 
379 
659 
51 
25 
-124 
0 
96 
-16 
-105 
-13 
-200 
-19 
199 
-39 
173 
130 
169 
-31 
-16 
-33 
157 
-27 
-282 
-163 
48 
214 
-157 
-26 
247 
-153 
120 
73 
269 
223 
218 
365 
-32 
69 
-61 
28 
117 
-158 
615 
475 
609 
487 
19 
<-7© 
-63 
17 
99 
18 
-51 
241 
-125 
44 
288 ' 
-56 
44 
-102 
-85 
97 
62 
167 
-103 
-181 
401 
415 
296 
934 
386 
274 
78 
95 
202 
2 
139 
t 
OUTPUT MATRIX* 
CENTROID INPUT* 
ROTATION BY OBLISIM* 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
1 
519 
349 
449 
431 
-31 
-16 
-33 
197 
-27 
-283 
-164 
48 
214 
-197 
-26 
247 
-193 
120 
73 
289 
223 
216 
369 
-33 
2 
48 
-21 
-83 
-21 
69 
-61 
28 
117 
-196 
619 
475 
609 
487 
19 
-70 
-63 
17 
99 
IS 
-91 
241 
-129 
44 
2SS 
3 
819 
345 
449 
431 
-31 
-14 
-33 
156 
-27 
-284 
-165 
47 
213 
-157 
-25 
247 
-194 
120 
73 
289 
223 
216 
365 
-33 
4 
-37 
-23 
-97 
-86 
-96 
44 
-102 
-89 
97 
62 
167 
-103 
-181 
401 
419 
296 
934 
366 
274 
78 
99 
201 
2 
139 
i ° 
arfJ.'lUfi/AiX- i«rt-l< 
2L 
VARIMAX AND VARISIM* 
SOURCE HODGSON XI998B* 
CONTENT RATINGS OF TEACHING ABILITY* 
OUTPUT MATRIX* ROTATION BY VARIMAX* 
9 
1 703 
2 894 3 742 333 310 
4 931 368 371 360__ 
9 678 337 374 
6_ 606 316 498 
7 846 
8 840 
9 612 499 
1 390 696 356 11 3B9 681 
12 389 412 337 396 
13 496 322 661 
14 316 399 740 
19 973 463 
16 793 378 
_l? ^07 837~ 
18 944 366 437 
.^ .^ 79JT 
2 811 
21 319 449 432 518 
2 367 369 706 
"23 
24 607 484 337 
~2S 3H 391—376—SSBi 
26 420 639 329 
-
'. 
/ 
> 
27 
28 
29 
3 
31 
32 
33 
34 
39 
36 
333 
693 
382 996 
910 337 
984 962 
332 699 
490 667 
693 
493 
362 
636 
411 
369 
390 
488 
482 
312 
496 
696 
496 
335 
1 
i. 
37 989 348 
38 746 342 
w 
itt-t 1 
h 
ft. 
39 
4 
41 
772 
427 6B5 
374 477 5 9 6 
92 
OUTPUT MATRIX, ROTATION BY VARISIM* 
6 7 B_ 
698 
^ 
3 659 494 
^ -^^ - ^ J
 3 6 - 3 -
5 554 494 435 
7 796 319 
8 860 
9 397 903 912 369 
"1 957' 5 6 6 
11 593 476 332 
12 317 325 4lT~ "374 
13 408 715 
15 438 983 311 
16 698 467 
17 861 
18 387 593 409 
19 847 
2 746 341 
21 309 332 572 442 
2 2 " ~ 326 ~~~~ 732 
23 792 331 
24 993 407"" 317—3S2 
25 488 313 469 
I*.. 
? 
< ' 
• 
'" 
i 
\ ' 
\ 
-£6-
27 
28 
29 
3 
31 
""32" 
33 
34 
39 
36 
37 
38 
39 
' 4' 
41 
ALL 
~596r 
341 
~4S4~ 
330 
318 
~47B 
770 
_ 437~ 
9 9 6 
449 
349 
336 
311 
497 
394 
LOADINGS 
972 
BELOW 
"369 
415 
379 
564 
7S37 
970 
533 
421 
569 
495 
827 
543 
346 
378 
392 
368 
488 
363" 
"517" 
712 
304 
~~332" 
• 3 WERE DELETEO* 
432 
424 
3B0 
384 
374 
486 
498 
444 
780 
• 
i 
% 
. 
• 
, 
' 
. i . . " ' 
i f t i t j i -jA'^uWiJ 
.* <*dSnSfiJ*kirjr*i{'&l& 4«V*V*l 10Y,V3«v->i."ur tVrJ sSl-V V. ! i J ' V « , .V.Jw&TO! S i " 
3 
3£i&4S5 
0 
t-
l2s 
i: 
TABLE A*3*6 
VARIMAX AND VARISIM* 
93 
1 
SOURCE THURSTONE X1943B* 
CONTENT PERCEPTION* 
OUTPUT MATRIX* ROTATION BY VARIMAX* 
8 9 10 11 
1 30 89 
2 35 49 
3 SS 
4 34 46 
5 35 
6 32 
7 38 
8 65 
If 
II 
1 
fry 
9 
10 
11 
12 
69 
81 
79 
60 
13 48 
14 
IS 63 
16 ^ _ _ _ *1 
17 34' ~~~ ' ~ 
18 
20 58 
&:> > 
21 
55 
23 59 
24 30 
1 
1 
28 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
-; 
69 
66 31 
35 
60 
64 
31 57 
40 
1 
Tit" 
J--
5'1 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
68 
S3 
68 
40 
49 
62 
-
• 
. 
38 
v 
( i 
> 
s 
> . »' 
S&ito^k.^!^'^ 
S^l.^l5^^4^1:V7^g^?T*?*^iS^:il-^5?f*'»e'^t^*^^Ts^'^^f.ovf'«. « * , • ,» 
<* 
39 
40 41 
42 
S8 
61 
65 
43 
41 
JO 
35 43 
OUTPUT MATRIX* ROTATION BY VARISIM* 
8 10 11 
% 
-j-
"k. 
k 
1 
2 
-3— 
4 
5 
6 
7 
30 
59 
90 
57 
32 
32 
. -
31 
38 
48 
65 
9 
10 
TT 
12 
T3~ 
14 
"RT 
16 
69 
80 
"79" 
62 
~SCT 
~64~ 
41 
17 
16 
30 
T9~ 
20 
"55" 
"2T 
22 
_ase_ 
95 
-go-
s i 
23 
24 
"23" 
26 
"ir 
28 
36 
~6S^ 
67 
29 
30 
3 1 
32 
69 
"53" 
"32" 
60 
42 
^ r -40- sr 
-" 
% 
< 
'ft . 
,v5 
34 
38 
36 
37, 
38 
39 
40 
65 
48 
66 
'87 
60 
> 
C r-
41 
-
49 
63 
{ 
< 
' 
J
 1 •*• 
^ 
• 
1 
. ~ ' 
0 ° y 
' 
' 
> 
" '< 
l & | a & ^ 
B P ^ ^ ^ ,:- ^  5, ^ sW^'V^rt^-Xf, ^ 'O^ 'ft ?!?""' • 't:^v'("^r,yufray'"^f ^
f;-. ^/"^r^ycr 
43 34 43 
ALL LOADINGS BELOW.3 WERE DELETED, 
JK 
41 
42 
6 5 
• 
« 
43 
41 
95 
» . 
It' |:v 
H' 
Iji •-
, , 
< 
-
. 
1
 *, 
" , , 
t ' 
t *, 
- 1 * 1 f 
J 
J
 - -
, . 
'« 
1
 ' \ ' 
J 
, , 
J ' ' 
* - -*> t , ' V 
, 
-
( 
' 
' 
' 
, 
". 
,) 
;n? 
. ' 
j
'"-
^
vV^"„/ 
v"' > 
1' 
t 
f 
1 ' V . 
"/,' ' v 
r
' ' 7 . 
, 
> 2 ' . ' •>. \', 
'
 >: 
'.'" - .< ' 
i 
% 
^^^^i^il,^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ 
V-f, 1 •**, * ~l>\ -<*\» "j 'rrM:r-< 
96 
TABLE A*3*7 
VARIMAX AND VARISIM* 
SOURCE THURSTONE X1938fl« 
CONTENT INTELLIGENCE* 
OUTPUT MATRIX* ROTATION BY VARIMAX* 
8 10 U 12 13 
1 
2 
71 
78 
31 
3 
4 
40 41 S3 
44 31 
5 
6 
48 38 
7 
8 
46 
60 
3T_ 
47 
48 
36 
40 
31 
n-
1 
fe' 
f-
9 
10 
11 
12 
52 
68 
32 
66 
13 
14 
43 53 
62 32 
15 
16 
74 
67 30 
Tr-
ie 84 66 43 34 
19 
20 
76 
70 
21 
22 
65 
38 
32 
52 
1S3~ 
24 
"37 
61 
57-
I 
1 
h? 
•$•:< 
•t 
28 
26 
27 
26 
29 
30 
31 
32 
43 
39 
44 .62 
74 
73 
84 
68 
48 
86 
80 
41 
— ————————————— .... ......,,....._ 
, 
f <* 
33 
34 
89 
37 36 
1 38 36 
37 
38 
31 
3 6 
32 
43 
SI. 
48 
• 
1.35 
46 
6 8 
3 6 
. ,33:. 47' •• , 
1" 0 ' Q 0 D 
^&w^M^£d&4&M£$§iM 
h 
91 
39 70 
40 _4S__36 _ _ 36 
41 32 58 
42 56 34 43 • 52 
3S 40 45 
48 - ~
 7 l 
46 50 
47 88 
48 68 
49 87 32 
50 54 
81 53 
82 33 88 
S3 36 46 31 
84 51 34 35 
55 93 
56 52 
57 61 45 43 
OUTPUT MATRIX* ROTATION BY VARISIM* 
2 3"~ 4 5 6" 7" 8 9 TO 11 .12 T3" 
_2 _64 33 
3
 3 0 - — " ^52 36 32 
_4 40 _ 46
 f 
5 33 "41 40 32 
6 64 
_ t 3S""~36" ~ 48 43" 
_8 46 S3 31 
9 53 " 32 
10 49 41 
12 SO 36 
13 46 30 33 
14 46 50 39 
15 
16 
17 
16 
19 
20 
21 
64 
S3 
so 
46 71 
65 
49 
35 
64 
SI 
36 
30 
22 62 31 
"23 37 57 
24 SO 38 33 
"23 ST" 
26 45 44 
v ',.•»-,; -lr-. r-. ... - -,./-.-,,,-•-,.; - .^  *>_. ~ ^ 
t 
t h 
27 
28 
34 63 
7S 
32 32 
-
98 
29 
30 
~3T~ 
32 
78 
80 
~wr 
39 
~42~ 
SO 
33 
34 
63 
32 32 37 37 31 
35 
36 
39 
38 41 
46 
50 
37 
38 
71 
6\ 39 
39 
40 
73 
35 30 53 
41 
42 
57 
49 31 
33 
30 
43 42 
-56 39 
45 
46 
69 33 
SS 
47 
46 
64 
49 
SO 
48 
64 
31 40 
52 
81 
82 
89 
42 61 
83 
84 
SO 32 
82 37 42 
SS 
56 
91 
55 
S7 47 64 31 
ALL LOAD1NGS BELOW * 3 WERE OELETED* 
^^m^&MmhiM^Mm-Mi &^^^miM&mdM^£^im^M^i 
[ 
99 
-
-
] 
< r 
, 
r 
' 
1 
-
" 
, 
< 
• 
OUTPUT MATRIX* 
1 
2 
3 
4 
8 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
I S 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2 0 
21 
2 2 
2 3 
2 4 
2 5 
2 6 
2 7 
2 8 
2 9 
3 0 
31 
3 2 
3 3 
3 4 
3 5 
3 6 
3 7 
3 8 
3 9 
4 0 
41 
4 2 
4 3 
4 4 
4 5 
4 6 
4 7 
4 6 
4 9 
1 
6 
13 
4 0 
19 
4 8 
- 8 
7 
2 3 
2 1 
2 4 
2 2 
6 
1 
6 2 
7 4 
6 7 
6 4 
6 6 
7 6 
7 0 
6 8 
3 8 
3 7 
6 1 
4 3 
3 9 
4 4 
15 
8 
14 
2 0 
2 0 
2 3 
19 
15 
3 1 
19 
3 6 
15 
4 8 
3 2 
8 6 
10 
4 
7 
I S 
12 
4 
1 
2 
7 1 
7 8 
4 1 
44 
- 9 
4 6 
SS 
6 0 
2 0 
19 
16 
5 
4 3 
7 
- 3 
2 9 
- 2 
2 7 
- I 
16 
2 5 
17 
2 7 
- 0 
7 
13 
5 
- 7 
13 
0 
13 
17 
12 
8 
2 5 
20 
3 2 
4 3 
2 7 
3 6 
2 7 
3 4 
14 
3 3 
4 
19 
14 
3 
S7 
3 
- 1 
6 
6 
10 
3 
1 
14 
- 4 
17 
11 
16 
17 
16 
12 
11 
12 
1 9 
3 
8 
7 
9 
- 3 
- 1 1 
2 1 
13 
17 
6 2 
7 4 
7 3 
8 4 
6 8 
4 8 
4 
3 7 
S I 
4 5 
14 
13 
10 
2 7 
1 
2 4 
4 
8 
2 6 
- 0 
- 6 
12 
18 
ROTATION 
4 
11 
12 
16 
2 6 
16 
3 7 
4 7 
4 8 
5 2 
6 8 
2 5 
6 6 
5 3 
4 
2 0 
- 8 
5 
2 5 
4 
11 
- 0 
2 5 
9 
9 
11 
6 
17 
10 
19 
14 
9 
13 
- 4 
6 
- 7 
7 
2 5 
2 4 
2 8 
7 
2 6 
18 
2 4 
4 0 
- 3 
2 5 
I S 
3 
8 
5 
16 
14 
2 5 
17 
3 8 
9 
9 
21 
13 
3 
2 
11 
6 
3 2 
2 0 
9 
- 6 
4 3 
2 
8 
3 2 
5 2 
4 
2 2 
5 6 
5 0 
15 
- 1 
- 1 1 
6 
18 
4 1 
8 
4 4 
3 5 
4 8 
21 
24 
14 
2 6 
5 8 
2 0 
2 
2 
16 
10 
12 
9 
8 
BY 
6 
5 
13 
5 3 
4 4 
10 
14 
19 
31 
16 
- 3 
5 8 
1 
2 8 
17 
24 
2 
- 4 
11 
11 
8 
- 6 
8 
57 
7 
2 7 
- 8 
17 
11 
7 
11 
6 
- 6 
S 
11 
13 
8 
- 6 
2 2 
10 
2 0 
3 0 
- 1 
16 
3 
12 
14 
3 
6 8 
2 7 
VARIMAX* 
7 
31 
2 2 
18 
15 
2 4 
- 9 
5 
- 5 
11 
14 
10 
1 
2 6 
- 1 4 
6 
2 3 
0 
- 7 
2 2 
7 
2 7 
2 8 
0 
- 6 
- 5 
10 
6 
7 
12 
- 1 6 
14 
2 0 
16 
3 6 
11 
16 
6 8 
16 
7 0 
16 
2 3 
17 
11 
19 
7 
18 
1 
- 1 4 
2 0 
8 
2 4 
2 0 
15 
- 4 
18 
13 
1 2 
2 
- 0 
12 
16 
11 
- 5 
- 6 
- 1 5 
- 4 
1 
2 3 
2 6 
2 
- I 
13 
- 4 
16 
2 5 
16 
9 
- 1 1 
6 
10 
2 9 
- 1 
2 4 
1 0 
2 6 
10 
1 
2 2 
2 0 
- 9 
2 2 
' 5 2 
4 5 
7 1 
16 
2 6 
9 
13 
9 
17 
14 
2 9 
6 
2 9 
14 
16 
- 1 1 
- I 
4 
3 0 
16 
2 
- 1 6 
6 
7 
- 2 
- 3 
17 
4 
- 3 
- 2 9 
- 1 1 
2 5 
8 
16 
- 1 6 
- 4 
2 0 
4 
9 
11 
- 4 
2 9 
<• 7 
- 4 
3 
12 
6 
10 
12 
2 3 
- 1 2 
3 
9 
8 
5 
0 
3 2 
10 
11 
9 
2 
20 
- 1 3 
- 2 
40 
21 
- 1 
- 2 
3 2 
- 1 0 
11 
30 
6 
10 
14 
6 
9 
- 2 
- 6 
4 
- 2 1 
2 
5 
14 
2 7 
- 1 
12 
-i 
- i 
- 7 
8 9 
11 
8 
38 
16 
3 3 
14 
13 
13 
- 2 
1 
- 4 
2 
- 4 
11 
16 
2 
11 
3 
2 2 
- 3 
7 
2 
- 1 4 
6 
8 
2 9 
2 
12 
10 
12 
- 3 
- 5 
3 0 
6 
3 4 
14 
1 
3 0 
12 
- 6 
- 2 2 
12 
17 
10 
- 6 
10 
4 
- 1 6 
2 
4 
3 
8 
- I 
2 1 
4 
3 
2 0 
13 
- 1 3 
11 
2 6 
19 
8 0 
8 8 
16 
2 2 
12 
12 
14 
11 
31 
2 8 
5 
- 1 
- 6 
- 2 
16 
9 
- 2 
17 
1 
- 4 
4 
9 
- 7 
2 
- 5 
5 
1 
13 
- 2 
9 
- 8 
2 9 
21 
1 
- 1 0 
- 1 2 
10 
4 
16 
- 2 9 
- 1 6 
8 
4 7 
- 2 
3 6 
11 
14 
- 5 
10 
2 
- 7 
8 
- 4 
- 1 8 
13 
5 
6 
17 
8 
2 
- 3 8 
- 1 3 
13 
16 
- 9 
- 6 
- 3 
4 
- 9 
2 0 
- 0 
16 
- 1 3 
3 
- 1 3 
- 1 2 
1 
16 
- 1 0 
- 4 
4 
- 5 
- 1 1 
- 1 7 
4 
2 6 
10 
4 
- 1 3 
2 2 
4 
1 
- 8 
5 
16 
9 
6 
- 1 8 
- 2 2 
12 
- 8 
9 
- 1 
- 1 6 
rfS?i..WA»At„jB«'i.i».».l.-V. .«-r„ri . <„. ^ .. tr „ .»»,«. ,M i,-.. .* . - . . . , « < » , V . u i . . , . , . . , . . . . ,'r, , . i . . . . . . . . . . . " , , i .,_* . . . ' , , . . . .,i.. ',.,. > aSJIJ,*^ ,kj,i,A-<n(i^V-l.,. A. ..v™'., S. j i . - , i .k-.tt 
1, 
100 
, 
-
f, 
50 
51 
52 
S3 
54 
55 
56 
57 
54 
21 
33 
-2 
13 
9 
- 6 
10 
- 2 2 
28 
27 
36 
29 
93 
18 
61 
23 
7 
20 
2 0 
2 2 
to 25 
6 
14 
20 
29 
46 
S I 
19 
- 2 
45 
- 2 
7 
5 
5 
12 
-s 3 
29 
-5 
-3 
21 
19 
1 
9 
52 
21 
- 1 2 
- 0 
17 
28 
34 
0 
14 
17 
19 
2 
-9 
-2 
4 
-15 
4 
13 
18 
53 
SB 
19 
35 
- 2 
- 1 
26 
-9 
7 
20 
24 
- 7 
-14 
22 
18 
6 
11 
3 
7 
7 
- 7 
20 
7 
- 6 
23 
-31 
-7 
- 1 2 
-5 
4 
9 
-7 
11 
T 
15 
- 8 
43 
V 
*-> 
if 
•I y-
/; 
* 
V 
1 
•J 
if 
I 
^ 
i 
L 
" 
' 
t 
|! 
OUTPUT 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
1 
-1 
5 
30 
7 
33 
- 1 3 
- 2 
15 
15 
20 
15 
4 
- 4 
46 
64 
53 
80 
46 
71 
65 
49 
20 
37 
SO 
23 
22 
34 
13 
4 
10 
17 
10 
14 
3 
4 
16 
9 
MATRIX* 
2 
- 1 0 
- 0 
- 1 
10 
3 
3 
13 
- 8 
17 
18 
16 
19 
16 
14 
10 
14 
20 
5 
7 
7 
11 
-3 
- 1 3 
21 
9 
9 
63 
78 
78 
80 
87 
39 
3 
32 
39 
38 
12 
3 
6 
7 
20 
17 
41 
9 
6 
23 
18 
13 
0 
10 
2 
50 
35 
30 
15 
64 
IS 
28 
81 
62 
12 
35 
S7 
48 
22 
1 
- 8 
7 
10 
29 
6 
32 
26 
41 
1.8 
ROTATION 
4 
56 
64 
26 
29 
-19 
29 
35 
46 
13 
5 
-1 
- 6 
2S 
4 
-5 
30 
-0 
22 
-7 
11 
23 
11 
21 
-4 
-3 
6 
. -3 
- 1 0 
11 
4 
14 
9 
6 
- 6 
28 
13 
21 
5 
11 
13 
21 
25 
8 
11 
36 
S3 
S3 
49 
18 
50 
46 
3 
28 
- 6 
11 
17 
-1 
-1 
- 7 
25 
14 
2 
,7 
7 
9 
- 0 
9 
17 
2S 
13 
3 
-6 
13 
14 
21 
BY 
6 
35 
26 
19 
15 
23 
-1 
12 
1 
14 
19 
11 
7 
30 
- 1 3 
5 
23 
- 1 
- 2 
22 
11 
29 
31 
0 
-5 
-3 
13 
8 
8 
14 
-14 
IS 
22 
15 
37 
12 
20 
71 
VARISIM* 
7 
28 
22 
26 
-5 
7 
- 0 
5 
12 
4 
-14 
5 
8 
3 
3 
8 
- 7 
1 
4 
18 
17 
7 
8 
8 
8 
28 
44 
18 
13 
- 5 
26 
42 
50 
4 
37 
46 
50 
12 
8 
6 
14 
52 
40 
6 
15 
18 
30 
14 
- 7 
86 
- 1 
25 
15 
22 
2 
- 5 
10 
12 
10 
- 5 
6 
57 
7 
25 
«*7 
15 
10 
7 
13 
10 
-5 
3 
11 
16 
8 
- 7 
9 
31 
33 
36 
48 
40 
9 
13 
15 
11 
21 
21 
3 
30 
9 
12 
16 
17 
7 
11 
2 
15 
14 
28 
7 
22 
6 
32 
17 
3 
- 7 
3 
22 
10 
27 
- 1 1 
- 2 
21 
10 
20 
19 
32 
12 
32 
22 
26 
- 0 
7 
14 
33 
24 
7 
- 7 
14 
17 
3 
13 
20 
11 
8 
- 1 7 
- 1 0 
33 
IS 
24 
- 1 1 
- 3 
27 
9 
12 
- 2 
31 
13 
3 
9 
11 
24 
22 
8 
14 
- 2 
64 
48 
31 
10 
41 
20 
36 
33 
6 
- 1 2 
- 1 6 
- 1 6 
16 
2 
24 
2 
6 
9 
8 
10 
4 
I S 
12 
9 
1 
- 1 2 
9 
- S 
I S 
-19 
7 
10 
12 
11 
29 
4 
9 
4 
-8 
14 
16 
32 
9 
18 
17 
19 
-3 
-3 
27 
8 
36 
22 
10 
30 
13 
1 
- 2 0 
.*> 
21 
15 
- S 
6 
2 
-1? 
6 
4 
7 
1 
2 
24 
13 
16 
IS 
8 
25 
-9 
1 
43 
26 
0 
- 2 
35 
-13 
11 
39 
13 
20 
21 
16 
16 
6 
2 
16 
- I S 
8 
11 
19 
32 
0 
14 
1 
2 
- S 
63 
14 
14 
44 
19 
\ . t 
•> * 
fllfl^^^^i^?f^i^^^^V^^^*?^^x'^^t~"' '*'• " '""''* 
"H 
} 
'/ 
\ 
5 
!' 
y 
r", 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
S3 
84 
55 
56 
57 
20 
11 
35 
10 
49 
14 
4 
9 
9 
6 
- 1 
- 6 
52 
15 
24 
- 6 
6 
4 
- 7 
1 
14 
5 
22 
- 2 
18 
1 
9 
15 
2 
- 6 
11 
13 
24 
5 
19 
16 
16 
9 
22 
- 3 
25 
7 
23 
S7 
21 
- 1 
- 0 
- 8 
18 
8 
9 
5 
4 
7 
2 
2 
4 
6 
3 
16 
22 
14 
23 
14 
23 
3 
19 
- 6 
12 
6 
- 2 
48 
- 2 7 
20 
13 
28 
16 
91 
16 
47 
12 
25 
9 
29 
13 
10 
15 
- 4 
16 
13 
6 
2 
16 
11 
25 
50 
52 
22 
- 2 
64 
17 
73 
16 
24 
21 
16 
24 
9 
21 
2 
-14 
25 
- 1 3 
3 
16 
32 
37 
6 
15 
20 
1 
22 
30 
11 
31 
30 
18 
69 
4 
16 
6 
14 
17 
7 
1 
5 
14 
- 1 2 
6 
29 
16 
11 
18 
26 
0 
18 
4 
16 
14 
2 
64 
31 
- 7 
- 2 
18 
20 
- 0 
12 
55 
19 
61 
12 
53 
33 
30 
- 4 
11 
7 
- 1 
12 
3 
- 2 
8 
6 
42 
- 1 4 
11 
6 
2 
31 
18 
10 
11 
23 
27 
- 1 3 
6 
0 
13 
4 
2 
40 
17 
59 
61 
29 
42 
14 
0 
4 
26 
16 
4 
- 0 
19 
4 2 
8 6 
I S 
18 
6 
4 
2 1 
0 
I S 
1 
18 
13 
2 2 
8 
6 
101 
10 
10 
26 
12 
- 4 
25 
39 
33 
85 
64 
17 
as 25 
9 
13 
4 
t l 
6 
- 7 
25 
39 
16 
20 
19 
5 
2 
- 3 
1 
- 1 
11 
20 
8 
26 
- 6 
9 
21 
23 
2 
- 1 0 
24 
) 
<< 
1' 
J' 
e 
* 
r -
if 
v 1 
j 
} ' s 
( • 
-\ 
f 
K 
, 
J, ' 
5 l v *  * 
. ^ . <><.< . ttL Sx Si * ' " , Z.'-i ru*'
1
 '<£*' wfe.Ai&iVfe'W^wt^fe^ <&> 
TABLE A*3*8 
i VARIMAX AND VARISIM* 
f 
-> 
% 
... 
SOURCE 
CONTENT 
ADXtNS AND LYEALY 
REASONING TESTS* 
OUTPUT MATRIX* ROTATION BY 
X1952B* 
VARIMAX* 
> 
(. 
j,' 
\ 
i, 
I 
tr 
tf 
s 
r 
^ 
s 
f-v. 
-'* 
t 
I 
J 
-
J 
' 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
IS 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
26 
29 
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0 9 
12 12 
23 16 
16 10 
20 -8 
10 7 
13 21 
2 2 
61 10 
1 IS 
10 13 
12 6 
6 20 18 
8 13 10 
7 
33 
18 
9 
3 
19 
16 10 
33 16 
37 14 
23 17 
11 18 
23 37 
3 
11 
13 
16 
S 
11 
6 
21-
32 
13 
7 
IS 
10 
13 
12 
0 
12 
4 
18 
38 
19 
16 
IS 
8 
4 
2 
-2 
11 
-8 
9 
11 
-4 
7 
13 
2 
7 
-0 
'11 
6 
7 
9 
6 
7 
40 
-9 
-3 
3 
9 
9 
18 
14 
21 
8 
11 
3 
16 
16 
8 
IB 
-5 
9 37 
16 19 
9 
19 
28 
-6 
22 
16 
22 
11 
30 
17 
26 
21 
i 
< 
J 
i 
. 
1 
i, 
k 
1 
1 
I ' • I1 
. 
• 
• 
' i 
"v 
SffiL4&fe*&a&«iSi^^ t-ft>,i'.-x"L«u-J ~.fe ii„«te.i,.^'4:s,.d'Ji&i,«^L?«fi^Ssl 
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TABIE A.3.9 
SCHJUOT-IMMAN BACK SOLUTION BASED ON F 
Source: Humphreys (1962) Content: Mechanical Sk i l l s 
Input. Hierarchical Factor Matrix F Output. (Corr.) First Order Pattern 
1 
2 
3 
it 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
tt 
lit 
15 
16" 
17 
1 2 3 ^ 5 6 7 8 
Itl 32 -Oit 03 03 0>t 3^ 02 
49 28 03 05 -06 -06 2k 13 
41 23 03 00 -08 07 02 23 
50 20 -04, 0 7 - 0 3 - 0 2 04 24 
43 TOI 36 12 -02 -11 00 -07 
58 11 02 -06 11 -27 17 Uf 
41 27 05 09 09 33 U -01 
Wt 23 -01 07 10 33 -02 11 
47 07 15 -02 24 09 06 -08 
48 T02 -06 -06 42 0 5 - 0 1 - 0 3 
46 18 43 -10 T05 15 01 03 
50 01 30 -06 05 -02 -14 12 
35 12 04 38 -07 06 07 -03 
42 15 -07 55 -09 12 03 02 
42 11-03 44 -04 13-04 06 
53 - U 00 41 14 *02 -22 06 
56 -05 12 32 16 -11 01 -09 
Output. Matrix Of Factor lntercorrelations 
1 
2 
3 
it 
5 
6 
1 2 3 It 5 
57 
61 61 
10 07 05 
55 W 52 26 
71 63 72 18 68 
Output. Uniqueness Vector U2 
1 2 3 h 5 6 
36 49 28 80 36 lfl 
1 
-07 
05 
05 
-07 
60 
2 
Oit 
07 
00 
10 
3 4 5 6 
06 04 57 05 
-11 -07 40 31 
-15 08 03 5k 
-06 -02 07 57 
17 -W -12 00 -17 
03 -09 
08 
-02 
13 
10 
25 -03 
-10 
72 
5C 
07 
-12 
-05 
00 
20 
B3. 
3 
-09 
55 
80 
63 
5? 
46 
21 -30 28 33 
17 37 18 -03 
\9 37 -03 26 
45 10 10 -19 
80 06 -02 -07 
1O9 17 02 07 
0 9 - 0 2 - 2 3 28 
-13 07 12 -07 
-17 13 05 05 
-08 15 -07 14 
2 7 - 0 2 - 3 7 14 
30 -12 02 -21 
Output. F2 
1 2 
79 13 
71 08 
85 00 
05 44 
61 51 
85 31 
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